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Bevezetés 

Afrika mozgásban van. Afrika helyzetének nemzetközi szintű megismerése jelentősen javult 
az elmúlt években, és a kontinens folyamatosan jelét adja a tényleges változásnak. Az Afrikai 
Unió (a továbbiakban: AU) és a NEPAD létrejötte, az Afrikai Regionális Gazdasági 
Közösségek megerősített szerepe, valamint a vezetők új generációjának megjelenése 
nemzetközi szinten változásokat idézett elő Afrikában. Ez megváltoztatja az afrikai–európai 
kapcsolatokat is. 

Európa kapcsolata Afrikával nem újkeletű. Mélyen a történelemben gyökerezik, és 
fokozatosan alakult a fájdalmas gyarmatosító intézkedésekből közös érdekeken, kölcsönös 
elismerésen és felelősségen alapuló szilárd és egyenlő kapcsolattá. Európát és Afrikát szoros 
kereskedelmi kapcsolatok kötik össze, az EU képezi az afrikai termékek legnagyobb 
exportpiacát. Például az afrikai gyapot-, zöldség- és gyümölcsexport körülbelül 85%-át az 
EU-ba importálják. Európát és Afrikát alapvető és előre meghatározható segítségnyújtás is 
összefűzi. Összehasonlítva az 1985. évi 5 milliárd euróval, 2003-ban az EU által Afrikának 
nyújtott fejlesztési segély összesen 15 milliárd eurót tett ki. Ezzel az összeggel az EU messze 
a legnagyobb segélyező: az Afrikába irányuló összes hivatalos fejlesztéstámogatás (a 
továbbiakban: ODA) 60 %-át az EU nyújtja. Ezenkívül néhány EU-tagállam régóta fennálló 
politikai, gazdasági és kulturális kapcsolatokat ápol különböző afrikai országokkal és 
régiókkal, míg mások új partnernek számítanak az afrikai politikában és fejlesztésben. Az 
elmúlt évtizedekben az Európai Bizottság közösségi szinten széles körű tapasztalatot gyűjtött, 
és számos szerződéses megállapodást kötött Afrika különböző részeivel, amelyek az 
előreláthatóság és a biztonság szilárd alapját kínálják a partnereknek. 

Azonban hosszú ideig az EU kapcsolatai Afrikával túlságosan töredezettek voltak mind 
politikai, mind kivitelezési szempontból: az EU-tagállamok és az Európai Bizottság 
különböző szakpolitikái és intézkedései között; a kereskedelmi együttműködés és a 
gazdaságfejlesztési együttműködés között; a hagyományosabb társadalmi és 
gazdaságfejlesztési erőfeszítések és a stratégiai politikai szakpolitikák között. Sem Európa, 
sem Afrika nem engedheti meg e helyzet fenntartását. Ezen Afrika-stratégia célja tehát az, 
hogy átfogó, integrált és hosszú távú keretet biztosítson az EU-nak az afrikai kontinenssel 
való kapcsolatai kiépítésében. 

Egy Afrika. Bár Afrikának több arca, különböző történelme és eltérő igényei vannak, most az 
egész kontinens együttesen látott hozzá politikai, gazdasági és kulturális integrációja 
folyamatához, ami elsősorban az Afrikai Regionális Gazdasági Közösségek által előmozdított 
regionális integrációs törekvésekben, valamint az AU és a NEPAD létrejöttében nyilvánul 
meg. Az EU Afrika-stratégiája ezért most első ízben kezeli Afrikát egy egységként. E 
stratégia értelmében az EU megerősíti a pánafrikai intézményekkel folytatott párbeszédet. A 
stratégia teljes mértékben kiaknázza a nemrégiben felülvizsgált Cotonou-i Megállapodás, 
kereskedelemfejlesztési és együttműködési megállapodás, euro-mediterrán partnerség és 
európai szomszédságpolitika által kínált lehetőségeket is. Ezek a megállapodások kiterjednek 
az EU-nak a Szaharától délre fekvő afrikai országokkal, Dél-Afrikával és az észak-afrikai 
országokkal folytatott kapcsolataira egyaránt. 

Egy Európa. Európa is átalakult. Az EU tíz új taggal való bővülése a potenciális egyéni 
partnerek számát 26-ra emelte: a 25 tagállam és az EK. Ez a változás fokozta az EU 
potenciális politikai és gazdasági hatását, azonban a tagállamok megnövekedett száma egyben 
kihívást is jelent a segítségnyújtás koordinálása és kiegészítő jellege tekintetében. Az EU 
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Afrika-stratégiája ezért a segítségnyújtás hatékonyságát és a segítségnyújtók koordinálását az 
elkövetkező évek prioritásaként kezeli. 

Közös célkitűzések. Az EU-intézkedés célja, hogy partnerségben dolgozzon Afrika 
nemzeteivel állampolgáraik számára a béke és a jólét előmozdítása érdekében. Ezért az EU 
ezen Afrika-stratégiájának elsődleges célkitűzése, hogy előmozdítsa az ENSZ millenniumi 
fejlesztési céljainak (a továbbiakban: MFC-k) megvalósítását Afrikában. Ezt a 
célkitűzést erősítik és egészítik ki a Cotonou-i Megállapodás, a kereskedelemfejlesztési és 
együttműködési megállapodás, az euro-mediterrán partnerség és az európai 
szomszédságpolitika keretében meghatározott konkrét célkitűzések, beleértve a politikai 
reformokhoz és a gazdaság modernizációjához nyújtott támogatást. 

Az EU ezen Afrika-stratégiája tovább erősíti a kibővült Európa és a kibontakozóban lévő 
Afrika közötti szilárd stratégiai partnerséget. A partnerség formálissá tétele a Lisszabonban 
sorra kerülő második EU-Afrika csúcstalálkozón az európai–afrikai egyezmény megkötésével 
remélhetőleg megtörténik. A stratégia tovább erősíti a kapcsolatok alapjául szolgáló 
alapelveket, nevezetesen az egyenlőséget, a partnerséget és a saját felelősséget. Bár ezek az 
alapelvek már régiek, jelentőségük és hatásuk a külső politikai és gazdasági környezet 
fejlődése következtében megváltozott. Tekintettel az Afrikai Regionális Gazdasági 
Közösségek és az AU növekvő szerepére, valamint az EU afrikai kapcsolatainak fokozódó 
összetettségére, a szubszidiaritás és a szolidaritás is az EU Afrika-stratégiájának központi 
elemévé válik. Végezetül elengedhetetlen, hogy az EU afrikai kapcsolatait egyre inkább a 
párbeszéd jellemezze, ami különböző szerződéses megállapodásaink alapját képezi. 

A partnerség sikerének kulcsa, hogy vajon képes lesz-e megerősíteni a két kontinens közötti 
kötődéseket a formális politikai és gazdasági kapcsolatokon túl. E széles körű dialógus egyik 
fontos összetevője az afrikai és európai egyetemek, iskolák, parlamentek, városok, 
önkormányzatok, vállalkozások, ipari létesítmények, szakszervezetek, civilszervezet-
hálózatok és múzeumok közötti együttműködés twinning program (ikerintézményi program) 
keretében történő elindítása. Másik építő javaslat az Európa-program létrehozása azok 
számára, akik meg szeretnék osztani tudásukat, valamint újat szeretnének tanulni Afrika 
fejlesztéséről, és ebben a munkában szívesen részt vesznek. 

A stratégiának figyelembe kell vennie egyrészt az eltérő gazdasági és társadalmi helyzeteket 
az egyes afrikai országokban, másrészt az EU-val kiépített különböző szerződéses 
kapcsolataikat. Azokban az országokban, amelyek még nem érték el az MFC-ket, az EU-nak 
a támogatást olyan területekre kell összpontosítania, amelyek az MFC-k elérésének gyakorlati 
előfeltételei (béke és biztonság, valamint felelősségteljes kormányzás), amelyek 
megteremtik az MFC-k elérése szempontjából szükséges gazdasági környezetet (gazdasági 
növekedés, kereskedelem és összekapcsolódások), valamint amelyek közvetlenül célozzák 
meg az MFC-ket (társadalmi kohézió, megfelelő munka, nemek közötti egyenlőség és 
környezetvédelem). Elsősorban az EU-hoz közelebb álló országok esetében ezeket a 
célkitűzéseket ki kell egészíteni az EU-val folytatott gazdasági integrációra és politikai 
együttműködésre irányuló támogatással. Mindent összevetve ezek az intézkedések képezik az 
EU közös, átfogó és koherens válaszát Afrika fejlődési kihívásaira. 

Az MFC-k elérésének előfeltételei 

Az elmúlt évtizedek folyamán háborúk és erőszakos konfliktusok tették tönkre milliók életét, 
és okozták a gazdasági fejlődés hanyatlását Afrikában. Mára már általánosan elismert tény, 
hogy béke és biztonság nélkül a fenntartható fejlődés nem valósítható meg. A béke és 
biztonság tehát a fenntartható fejlődés első alapvető előfeltétele. A konfliktus minden 
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fázisában, kezdve a konfliktus megelőzésétől a konfliktuskezelésen át a konfliktus 
megoldásáig és a konfliktus utáni újjáépítésig az EU erőfeszítéseinek a béke és biztonság 
előmozdítására kell irányulniuk. Az elmúlt években Afrika bizonyította eltökéltségét és 
képességét saját béketámogatási műveletei megtervezésére, lefolytatására és irányítására. E 
törekvések támogatása érdekében tehát az Afrikai Békeeszközt [Peace Facility for Africa], 
amely rövid idő alatt a kibontakozó afrikai béke és biztonság felépítésének pénzügyi alapjává 
vált, újra kell tervezni és meg kell erősíteni. Az EU-nak továbbra is segítenie kell az afrikai 
természeti erőforrások megfelelő kezelését, így oldva meg a sok konfliktus hátterében húzódó 
környezeti okokat. 

A biztonság 2001. szeptember 11. óta világszerte elsődleges prioritás. Mind az EU 
tagállamaiban, mind az észak-afrikai partnerországokban súlyos terrortámadások történtek. 
Afrika és Európa számára az állampolgárok biztonsága kulcsfontosságú prioritás. A biztonság 
és a jogállamiság megteremtése, a méltányosság, az igazságosság és az emberi jogok 
tiszteletben tartása alapvető, megosztott prioritássá vált. 

A fenntartható fejlődés másik fontos előfeltétele a felelősségteljes és hatékony kormányzás. 
Afrika ezen a területen is pozitív változás jeleit mutatja. Az afrikai országok együttesen 
elkötelezték magukat a progresszív értékek és a megfelelő irányítás elvei mellett. Néhány 
ország vállalta, hogy rendszeresen figyelemmel kísérjék az afrikai szakértői értékelési 
mechanizmus (a továbbiakban: APRM [African Peer Review Mechanism]) keretében, amely 
egyedülálló eszköz a szakértői értékelésre és tanulásra. Az EU-nak el kell indítania egy, a 
kormányzásra irányuló kezdeményezést, amely ösztönzi az APRM-folyamatban való 
részvételt, és támogatást nyújt az afrikai országoknak az APRM keretében útjára indított 
reformok végrehajtásában. A kormányzási reformok folyamatának egyik központi eleme a 
hiteles nemzeti intézmények létrehozása és megszilárdítása akár központi szinten – mint a 
parlamentek, rendőri és igazságügyi rendszer, illetve államháztartás-irányítási rendszer 
szintjén –, akár helyi vagy regionális szinten. A kormányzás azonban nemcsak intézményeket 
érint, hanem a megfelelő rendőri és jogi és szabályozási keretekre is kihat. A korrupció, a 
pénzmosás és a terrorizmus elleni harc érdekében az EU-nak továbbra is elő kell tehát 
segítenie a hatóságok közötti információcsere átláthatóságát és hatékonyságát. Folytatnia kell 
az emberi jogok és az esélyegyenlőség előmozdítását megvédve a rászoruló csoportokat, 
elsősorban a nőket. Konkrétan kifejezve az EU-nak elő kell segítenie az emberi jogokkal 
foglalkozó EU–Afrika fórum létrehozását a szakértelem és a források megosztásának 
ösztönzése érdekében. Az euro-mediterrán partnerségben és európai szomszédságpolitikában 
részt vevő országokban a felelősségteljes kormányzás irányába történő előrelépés egy 
alapvető kormányzási eszköz létrehozása révén is ösztönzésre kerül. 

Az MFC-k eléréséhez kedvező gazdasági környezet kialakítása  

A gazdaság terén bekövetkezett előrelépés ellenére Afrika sok része továbbra is periferiális 
helyzetben van. Az egyre inkább globalizált világgazdaságban Afrika részesedése a 
világkereskedelem 2%-át teszi ki, részesedése a teljes ipartermék-kivitelből pedig szinte 
elhanyagolható. 2015-re a szegénység felére csökkentése érdekében a becslések szerint 
Afrikának évenként legalább 8%-os átlagnövekedést kell elérnie. Az EU-nak tehát 
ösztönöznie kell a megfelelően gyors, széles körű és fenntartható gazdasági fejlődést annak 
érdekében, hogy hozzájáruljon a szegénység hatékony csökkentéséhez. Az EU-nak továbbra 
is segítenie kell az afrikai országokat a makrogazdasági és strukturális politikák 
végrehajtásában, amelyek serkentik a magánberuházásokat és a szegények érdekében történő 
növekedést. A gazdasági növekedés és regionális integráció másik kulcsfontosságú eleme a 
dél-dél, észak-dél irányú és a többoldalú kereskedelem fejlesztése. A régión belül 
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megnövekedett gazdasági integráció a piac méretének megnövekedése és a 
méretgazdaságosság kiaknázása révén serkenti a növekedést. A gazdasági partnerségi 
megállapodások fókuszában az integrált piacok, valamint a kereskedelem és a fejlődés 
elősegítése áll, amelyről az EU jelenleg is tárgyalásokat folytat a Szaharától délre fekvő négy 
afrikai régióval. Elsőrendű fontosságú a kereskedelmi és fejlesztési politikák közötti szoros 
koordináció fenntartása. A Dohai Fejlesztési Programterv és a gazdasági partnerségi 
megállapodások Afrikának a világpiacokra való fokozatos integrálását igyekeznek biztosítani. 
Az EU-nak támogatást kell nyújtania az afrikai országoknak a magánvállalkozás-
kezdeményezéseket ösztönző stabil, hatékony és harmonizált szabályozási keretek 
kialakításában is, beleértve az elektronikus hírközlési szolgáltatások területét. Ebben az 
összefüggésben az EU-nak elő kell mozdítania az európai–afrikai vállalkozási fórumot, 
amelyen európai és afrikai vállalkozók és állami, illetve magánbefektetők találkoznának. 

A makrogazdasági stabilitás, a regionális piacok létrehozása és a megfelelő magánbekektetői 
környezet elengedhetetlen előfeltétele a tartós gazdasági fejlődésnek. Azonban a 
növekedéshez kedvező környezetet a termelés fellendítésére és változatossá tételére, valamint 
a szükséges infrastruktúra és hálózatok kialakítására irányuló megfelelő intézkedéseknek kell 
kísérniük. Az EU-nak egyedi támogatást kell biztosítania az afrikai mezőgazdaság 
versenyképességének és termelékenységének növelése érdekében. Az euro-mediterrán 
partnerség és európai szomszédságpolitika keretében az észak-afrikai partnerországok 
útitervet fognak végrehajtani, amely tartalmazza a mezőgazdasági termékek, a feldolgozott 
mezőgazdasági és halászati termékek kereskedelmének folyamatos liberalizációját, valamint a 
szolgáltatások kereskedelmének és a letelepedés liberalizációját azzal a céllal, hogy a 
tárgyalásokat 2006 végére befejezzék. 

A közlekedési és hírközlési szolgáltatásokhoz, az energiához, vízhez és higiéniához való 
korlátozott hozzáférés gátolja a gazdasági növekedést. Az EU-nak ezért az infrastruktúra 
érdekében partnerséget kell kialakítania, hogy olyan programok támogatója és 
kezdeményezője legyen, amelyek a regionális integráció érdekében megkönnyítik az 
összekapcsolódást a kontinensen. E partnerség keretében az EU támogatja Afrika arra 
irányuló erőfeszítéseit, hogy azonosítsa és kialakítsa a hiányzó kapcsolódási pontokat, 
harmonizálja közlekedési politikáit, fejlessze az integrált vízgazdálkodást, kiépítse a 
határokon átnyúló és regionális energiaipari infrastruktúrát, valamint csökkentse a digitális 
megosztottságot minden szinten, nevezetesen olyan kezdeményezések révén, amelyek 
fejlesztik a fenntartható, alacsony költségű elektronikus hírközlést. 

Az MFC-k megvalósítása  

Az afrikaiak 40%-a napi egy dollárnál kevesebből él. Tíz afrikai gyerek közül csak hat jár 
általános iskolába. Egyes fertőző betegségek, különösen a HIV és az AIDS, a malária és a 
tuberkolózis leginkább Afrikát sújtották, 2004-ben pedig csak az AIDS több mint két millió 
ember halálát okozta, és további három milliót fertőzött meg a Szaharától délre fekvő afrikai 
országokban. Az EU-nak ezért azon kell dolgoznia, hogy Afrika legszegényebbjei 
hozzáférjenek az alapvető szociális szolgáltatásokhoz (MFC-k 1–6), elősegítvén így a 
legrászorultabbak számára a szociális biztonsági háló kiépítését. Az általános iskolai 
oktatáson túl az EU-nak támogatnia kell az oktatást, a kutatást, valamint egész életen át tartó 
folyamatként a tudáshoz való hozzáférést és a szakértelem átadását a közép- és felsőfokú 
oktatástól kezdve egészen a szakoktatásig. Az Erasmus-program sikere és az általa nyert 
tapasztalatok alapján az EU-nak támogatnia kell a Nyerere-diákcsereprogram megvalósítását 
egész Afrikában. Az EU-nak a megfelelő egészségügyi ellátás területén is erősítenie kell 
fellépését a nemzeti egészségügyi rendszerek megerősítése, a kapacitások kiépítése és az 
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egészségügyre vonatkozó kutatások fejlesztése, valamint az AIDS, a tuberkolózis és a malária 
elleni Globális Alap újraélesztése révén. Ezeket a szolgáltatásokat a továbbiakban még ki kell 
egészíteni a vízhez, higiéniához, a fenntartható energiához és az információs és 
kommunikációs technológiákhoz való hozzáférés javításával. Mindezeken a területeken 
biztosítani kell a civil szereplők teljes részvételét a saját felelősség erősítése és a 
szegényeknek történő szolgáltatásnyújtás javítása érdekében. A szegénység megelőzésének és 
megszüntetésének előfeltétele az, hogy elő kell mozdítani a termelő foglalkoztatottságot és a 
tisztességes munkát mindenki számára. Afrikában a munkaerőpiacra belépő fiatalok gyakran 
az informális gazdaságban találják magukat, amelyet az alacsony termelékenység és bevétel, a 
szegényes munka- és megélhetési körülmények, valamint a szociális védelem elégtelensége, 
illetve hiánya jellemez. 

Ezek a fontos intézkedések azonban önmagukban nem elegendők a meglévő egyenlőtlenségek 
és a társadalmi kohézió hiányának orvoslásához. Afrika robbanászerű népességnövekedése, 
gyors városiasodása és széles körű migrációja új kihívásokat teremt. Ebből kifolyólag először 
is a fenntartható városfejlesztés integráltabb megközelítése szükséges, amely a 
felelősségteljes városirányítás és a felelősségteljes városgazdálkodás kettős pillérén alapul, 
valamint hatékonyabb területfejlesztés és területrendezés. Másodszor pedig átfogóbb 
erőfeszítéseket kell tenni a fejlesztési folyamatban a migráció pozitív erővé történő átalakítása 
érdekében, például az „agyelvándorlás helyett agybevándorlás” megvalósítása vagy a 
migrációs áramlások kezelésének támogatása révén. 

A környezet Afrikában érzékeny, valamint vízhiánynak, éghajlatváltozásnak és 
elsivatagosodásnak van kitéve. A jelenlegi népességnövekedés és a mezőgazdaság kiterjedése 
területhiányt okozott, valamint a mezőgazdaság intenzívebbé válása hozzájárult a talaj további 
romlásához. Az egészséges környezet Afrika határain túl is előnyös. Mindenekelőtt ez Afrika 
fenntartható fejlődésének egyik legértékesebb eleme, védelméhez az EU segítsége szükséges. 
Afrika fejlődésének fenntarthatósága az egyetlen módja az afrikai szegények megélhetésének 
védelmére közép- és hosszú távon. Különleges intézkedés szükséges a biológiai sokféleség 
megőrzésére, például a természeti erőforrások ésszerű használatára vonatkozó megfelelő jogi 
keret létrehozásának támogatásával a környezeti sokféleség és az elsivatagosodás kezelésére, 
valamint az éghajlatváltozás hatásainak elhárítására. Ezen erőfeszítések központi eleme a 
helyi lehetőségek fejlesztése annak érdekében, hogy megbízható információk álljanak 
rendelkezésre a természeti erőforrások elhelyezkedéséről, állapotáról és alakulásáról, az 
élelmiszer elérhetőségéről és a válsághelyzetekről. 

Több és hatékonyabb segítség 

Bár az Afrikának nyújtott segítség számottevő, és az elmúlt évek folyamán csak növekedett, 
kiegészítő politikai és pénzügyi elkötelezettség szükséges, ami lökést adna Afrikának az 
MFC-k elérése útján. Ezen a téren az Európai Tanács 2005 júniusában nagy igényű 
elkötelezettséget tett. A Bizottság javaslata alapján az Európai Tanács elfogadta a 2004–2010 
közötti időszakban a segítség megkétszerezését, amelynek fele Afrikába irányul. Ezen 
kötelezettségvállalásnak köszönhetően az EU elérheti az ENSZ által kitűzött célt, hogy 2015-
ig bruttó nemzeti jövedelme 0,7%-át fordítja fejlesztési segélyre. A 2006-ban elvárttal 
összehasonlítva ez a kötelezettségvállalás további évi 20 milliárd euró hivatalos 
fejlesztéstámogatásban nyilvánul meg 2010-ig, és további évi 46 milliárd euróban 2015-ig. Az 
EU azt is jóváhagyta, hogy ennek a kiegészítésnek az 50%-a Afrikába irányuljon. 

Az EU-támogatásnak azonban nemcsak növekednie kell, hanem javulnia is. A támogatás 
hatékonyságának az elkövetkező években központi helyen kell szerepelnie. Az elmúlt 
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időszakban a segítségnyújtók közötti koordinálás és összehangoltság hiánya gyakran akadálya 
volt annak, hogy a jó fejlesztési politikák érzékelhető fejlesztési eredmények formájában 
nyilvánuljanak meg. Az EU sokat tett a helyzet javítása érdekében, legutóbb 2005 
márciusában a segítségnyújtás hatékonyságáról szóló párizsi magas szintű fórumon. A 
továbblépés érdekében az EU-nak végre kell hajtania a segítségnyújtás hatékonyságát célzó 
cselekvési tervet, és alkalmaznia kell elsősorban a Szaharától délre fekvő afrikai 
országokban. Ez a cselekvési terv teret enged az EU-segítségnyújtók operatív és interaktív 
atlaszának létrehozásának, az egyes országoknak a harmonizációra vonatkozó útiterveiről 
szóló megállapodásoknak, a közös programozási dokumentumok elfogadására és a közös 
eljárások fejlesztésére irányuló különleges javaslatoknak. Ezenkívül az EU-nak általánosabb 
és ágazatibb költségvetési támogatást kell elősegítenie. Ez nemcsak a támogatásnyújtást 
teszi átláthatóbbá, előreláthatóbbá és eredményorientáltabbá, hanem az EU kollektív politikai 
súlyát is növeli. Összességében fontos hangsúlyozni, hogy a segítségnyújtás jelentős 
növekedése elérte célját segítvén a támogatásban részesülő országokat az MFC-ik elérésében. 

Következtetések 

Az elmúlt években egy előretekintő Afrika jelent meg a nemzetközi porondon, amely 
magabiztosabb, dinamikusabb és optimistább, mint valaha. Az elmúlt években a kormányzás 
jelentősen javult, tartós gazdasági növekedés évtitedek óta először regisztrálható, az AU, a 
NEPAD és a regionális szervezetek pedig politikai és gazdasági útitervet és jövőbe vetett hitet 
adtak Afrikának. Afrika fejlődése most a nemzetközi politika fókuszában áll, és a 
meghozandó alapintézkedésekkel kapcsolatosan széles körű nemzetközi egyetértés uralkodik. 
Most egyedülálló lehetőség kínálkozik, ami meghatározó lökést ad Afrikának a fenntartható 
fejlődés irányába. Az euro-mediterrán partnerség és az európai szomszédságpolitika Észak-
Afrika számára is új és mélyebb partnerség konkrét perspektíváját nyitotta meg a Földközi-
tenger medencéje mentén, ami újra megerősítést nyer majd a barcelonai nyilatkozat eljövendő 
tizedik évfordulója alkalmával. 

Afrika régi partnereként és közeli szomszédjaként az EU kiváló helyzetben van ahhoz, hogy 
ebben a folyamatban vezető szerepet töltsön be. A közös történelem, összefonódó kultúra és 
megosztott célkitűzések összekötik Európát és Afrikát. A fenntartható társadalmi, gazdasági 
és politikai fejlődés Afrikában ezért mindannyiunk érdeke. Míg Afrikának új elképzelései 
vannak a földrész jövőjét illetően, hívására az EU-nak ugyanolyan felelősségtudattal és 
sürgősséggel kell válaszolnia. Az elkövetkező tíz év (2005–2015) vízválasztó lesz az európai-
afrikai kapcsolatokban. Az EU-nak ebben a közleményben körvonalazott Afrika-stratégiája, 
amelynek elfogadására várhatóan a 2005. decemberi Európai Tanácson kerül sor, képezi az 
EU válaszát arra a kihívásra, hogy Afrika visszatérjen a fenntartható fejlődés útjára, és 2015-
re elérje az MFC-ket. Ez közös feladatunk és közös kötelességünk.  
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Introduction  

Africa is on the move. International awareness of the situation in Africa has significantly 
improved in recent years and the continent is now giving sustained signs that today there is 
real momentum for change. With the birth of the New Partnership for Africa’s Development 
(NEPAD) in 2001 and the African Union (AU) in 2002, Africa has equipped itself with a 
strategy and institutions capable of guiding Africa on the road towards political and economic 
integration. The Cotonou Agreement, the Trade Development and Cooperation Agreement 
(TCDA) and the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership and the European Neighbourhood Policy 
provide the framework for the EU’s support for these processes. The Regional Economic 
Communities (RECs), the building blocks of the continental integration process, are 
committed to fostering economic growth and political stability and, at national level, many 
countries are making considerable progress in the field of governance. In the past five years, 
for example, more than two thirds of the countries in Sub-Saharan Africa have held multi-
party elections. In the late 1990s Sub-Saharan Africa also saw the first signs of a reversal of 
the trend of stalled growth of the previous two decades and in 2004 the region recorded real 
GDP growth of 5.1%, compared to 4.2% in 2003 and average annual growth of 2.3% between 
1980 and 2000.  

However, despite much progress, Africa’s road towards sustainable development remains 
long. Today, 40% of all Africans are still living on less then one dollar a day, today three out 
of every four persons who die of AIDS are Africans, and today one African out of five lives in 
a country affected by war or violent conflicts. In terms of per capita income, eighteen out of 
the twenty poorest countries in the world are African and the continent is the only part of the 
developing world where life expectancy has been falling over the last 30 years. It is clear that 
without substantial additional political will and financial resources Africa will only be able to 
reach most of the UN Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), not by the target year of 
2015, but by 2050. 

Europe is Africa’s long-standing partner and closest neighbour and Africa’s development is 
also very much in Europe’s interest, economically, politically and strategically. Attaining the 
MDGs is therefore a shared objective and a common goal. The EU – all 25 Member States 
and the European Commission – should now together seize the unique opportunity created by 
the existing dynamics in Africa and present a common, coherent and comprehensive strategy 
to make Africa the first priority for implementation of the Commission’s “MDG package”i 
and the “European Consensus”, the EU’s new development policy.ii The objective of this 
communication is to present a long-term EU Strategy to promote the achievement of the 
MDGs in Africa to be adopted by the European Council in December 2005. This Strategy 
should, in turn, form the basis of a new Euro-Africa Pact, which the EU should aim to endorse 
at an EU-Africa Summit in Lisbon. The EU Strategy for Africa is based on extensive 
consultations with the African Union (AU) and Africa’s Regional Economic Communities 
(RECs) and should fully harness the potential of the recently revised Cotonou Agreement, the 
Euro-Mediterranean partnership and the European Neighbourhood Policy. 

To achieve these objectives, the EU must take into account the different political, economic, 
social and environmental trends in Africa (Chapter 1) and the basic principles which should 
govern the relationship between the EU and Africa (Chapter 2). On this basis, the EU should 
pursue a three-pronged strategy (i) to strengthen EU support in priority areas, (ii) to increase 
EU financing for Africa and (iii) to develop and implement a more effective EU approach 
(Chapter 3). 
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1. THE MANY FACES OF AFRICA 

There are many Africas. Different political regimes, historical experience, cultural and 
religious contexts, economic dynamics and geographic characteristics mean that local 
communities, countries and regions often differ considerably from one another. This chapter 
does not aim to give an exhaustive analysis of all of these differences – abundant literature 
already exists – but rather to highlight some important recent trends and developments in 
Africa. This context is the starting point for the EU Strategy for Africa.  

1.1. Geopolitical dynamics: areas of insecurity and centres of stability 

Recent years have seen a number of new external players emerge in Africa, attracted by the 
continent’s economic potential and political and strategic importance. This changing 
geopolitical context poses new challenges and opportunities for the formulation and 
implementation of the EU’s Africa policy. Emerging economies, such as Brazil, India or 
China, have become important sources of foreign investment and provide new export markets 
for African commodities. China merits special attention given its economic weight and 
political influence. Sino-African trade has increased from $10 billion in 2000 to $28.5 billion 
in 2004 and since 2000 more than 25% of China’s crude oil is imported from Africa. Despite 
radical domestic changes, the country has retained links with different African countries, 
which are now attracted by China’s trading potential. Especially for oil- and commodity-
dependent countries, China represents a substantial and continued source of financial income, 
mostly outside the traditional development and governance frameworks. 

Also a number of Africa’s more longstanding partners are showing renewed interest in Africa. 
The United States has recently reinvested in Africa for a variety of reasons, including a 
traditional interest in development, good governance and political stability but also newer 
reasons such as access to oil, the battle against terrorism and global strategic competition. As 
for Japan, the regular high-level meetings held with Africa since the 1990s, such as the Tokyo 
International Conference on African Development (TICAD), display the rising significance of 
Africa in its foreign and economic policy. Finally, Russia has also, particularly since 2001, 
forged closer links with a number of African countries, notably concentrating on their 
potential in the energy and mining sectors.  

Even more important than these external influences are Africa’s internal political dynamics. 
While some African countries and regions are scarred by violent conflicts or state fragility, or 
are still in the midst of post-conflict reconstruction efforts, others have been experiencing 
sustained periods of peace, security, economic and political stability and democratic 
participation. These stable countries play an essential role in stabilising their regions and 
setting an example of what can be achieved in a favourable political climate. Over the last few 
decades, most of northern Africa has, for example, been enjoying lasting stability. In west 
Africa, Ghana is the prime example of a well-governed and stable country which has been 
able to convert economic growth into tangible development achievements. In the East African 
Community (Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda) political stability and regional economic 
integration have created a community of stability which stands in sharp contrast to the 
structural instability of the Great Lakes and the Horn of Africa. In recent years countries such 
as Rwanda and Burundi, both still in the midst of post-conflict reconstruction, have 
increasingly been seeking to forge closer political and economic links with this group of east 
African countries. In southern Africa, although the precarious situation in Zimbabwe 
continues to give cause for concern, there is a similar bloc of stable countries, including South 
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Africa, Namibia, Botswana and Mozambique. It must be noted, however, that not all stable 
countries set examples of good or effective governance.  

 

Map 1: Conflicts and state fragility in Africa (2000-2005). Sources: Heidelberg Institute Annual Report 2004 
and the World Bank’s LICUS (Low Income Countries Under Stress) Initiative (2004). 

Similarly, some of Africa’s largest countries often also serve as anchor countries, poles of 
attraction and economic and political driving forces for their neighbours. Together with some 
Northern Africa countries, the leading examples of such anchor countries are Nigeria and 
South Africa, in western and southern Africa respectively. Due to the size of their economies 
and their commitment to regional and continental integration, they play a central role in 
economic development and political stability across Africa. Politically, the leaders of these 
two countries, President Obasanjo and President Mbeki, have taken on the roles of peace 
brokers, often far beyond their own sub-regions. Economically, considerable private 
investment in the Great Lakes region also means that South Africa has a strong interest in 
stability and prosperity in that region too.  

Despite these positive trends, two chronic areas of conflict and instability remain: the Mano-
River region in west Africa and a line extending from Sudan and the Horn of Africa down to 
eastern Congo in eastern and central Africa. These two areas are dominated by a large number 
of countries in conflict as well as a high proportion of fragile states, i.e. states that – often 
weakened by endemic crises and conflicts or natural disasters – lack credible, legitimate 
and/or effective governance. The first case, the Mano River sub-region, includes countries 
such as Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone. Fuelled by the presence of considerable natural 
resources, including diamonds and timber, over the last ten years conflict has spread across 
borders and engulfed the entire region in a severe refugee crisis, further contributing to the 
regional instability. As a result of these conflicts, Guinea has become the haven for up to one 
million refugees. This instability has also had an impact beyond the region, affecting the 
Casamance-region of Senegal in the north-west and, since 2002, Côte d’Ivoire in the east.  

A second line of insecurity can be traced from Sudan and the Horn of Africa, across the 
Central African Republic and northern Uganda to eastern Congo. These conflicts are fed by a 
complex pattern of structural causes, such as poor management of scarce natural resources, 
bad political governance, uncontrolled refugee flows, inter-regional trade in arms and 
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trafficking in human beings. The conclusion of a Comprehensive Peace Agreement in Sudan 
in January 2005 was a major breakthrough and could potentially be a turning point for the 
entire region. The same is true for the positive political dynamics in Somalia, until recently 
considered to be a collapsed state. However, the ongoing Darfur conflict in Sudan, the 
“forgotten war” in northern Uganda, the persistent insecurity in the east and north of the 
Central African Republic and the instability in eastern Congo remain serious causes for 
concern. 

This instability and insecurity is fed by an increase in transnational organized crime. The 
African continent has become an important transit area for international drug traffickers. 89 
per cent of African countries are affected by human trafficking flows as source, transit or 
destination countries, while theft and smuggling of natural resources or arms trafficking is 
increasing. At the same time, drugs trafficking and consumption is a particularly serious threat 
for the continent. African trafficking networks, particularly West African, have become major 
players and Africa is now responsible for a quarter of the world’s cannabis seizures. 
Trafficking in and abuse of cocaine, heroin and amphetamine-type stimulants are also 
increasing. 

1.2. Geo-economic dynamics: different paths to growth 

There are many paths to growth. Recent evidence points to the sustainable exploitation of 
natural resources and agricultural development, and the investment in human resources 
combined with the creation of a sound investment climate as central drivers of growth.  

Africa has several resource-rich countries, mainly concentrated in Northern and Southern 
Africa and the south of the Great Lakes region and around the Gulf of Guinea. The growth 
performance of these individual countries has been rather uneven. In the southern belt, some 
countries have been able to turn these resources into a sustainable source of income and 
growth. Experience in Botswana and South Africa, for example, shows that, when the right 
set of policies is in place, mineral extraction can lead to sustained growth. The recent and 
rapid increase in oil prices has also brought about exceptional performances in other parts of 
Africa, including the economies of the Gulf of Guinea. In 2004, for example, real GDP 
growth per capita in Equatorial Guinea was 31.5%. The resulting influx of foreign capital has 
brought opportunities as well as political and economic responsibilities to convert the new 
wealth into sustainable development. The results of the exploitation of resources other than oil 
and gas differ. The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) has the third highest average 
potential hydropower output in the world after China and Russia, but only two percent has yet 
been developed. By contrast, Mozambique has gradually become a major exporter of 
electricity.  
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Map 2: GDP/capita and natural resources in Africa. Source: World Development Indicators 2004 (World Bank) 

Agricultural commodity-dependent African economies often rely on a very narrow range of 
exports. This leaves them highly vulnerable to long-term price decline and to fluctuations in 
the world prices of such commodities. From 1980 to 2000 the real price of sugar fell by 77 
percent, cocoa by 71 percent, coffee by 64 percent and cotton by 47 percent. Unlocking 
agricultural growth will involve both increasing output and addressing the overall 
vulnerability and volatility of the sector. The improvement of the yields in cassava and rice 
production in west Africa is a good example of the first option. In eastern African countries 
like Kenya, Uganda and Ethiopia diversification into non-traditional agricultural exports is 
being pursued with some success and in Kenya horticulture has become the fastest growing 
sub-sector in agriculture. Rapid expansion of fish and fish products exports in Senegal, 
Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda, when sustainably developed, contributed to a successful 
diversification of production.. There is also scope for more regional trade. Even a landlocked 
country, such as Mali, could become a major rice exporter in the west African region through 
enhanced trade and regional integration.  

Another important driver of growth is the existence of a reliable and attractive investment 
climate. Currently, the bulk of investments in Africa are domestic: around 80 percent against 
20 percent for foreign investment. Unsurprisingly, there is a correlation between the stability 
and governance performance of a country and the investment climate. Issues related to 
transparency and accountability are often considered particularly important by investors. In 
Uganda, which has undergone widespread economic reforms, GDP grew by around seven 
percent per year during 1993-2002, reducing the share of the population living below the 
poverty line from 56 percent in 1992 to 35 percent in 2005. In Tanzania, an improvement in 
the investment climate is largely behind the country’s fastest growth in 15 years. In these 
countries, cooperation and dialogue with the national and international business community 
has proven to be a crucial component in the development of a positive investment climate.  

Another key component of the investment climate is regional integration, the building of 
larger harmonised markets which are more attractive for investment in the productive sectors. 
The building of regional interconnections, including the establishment of harmonised policies 
and enhanced trade facilitation, are crucial issues in this context. A substantial increase in 
intra-regional trade has been witnessed in recent years, mostly due to progress in regional 
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integration schemes. Intra-regional trade in the Common Market for Eastern and Southern 
Africa (COMESA), which established a free trade area in 2000, grew by 25% in 2003 to 
about €5 billion. In Northern Africa, the EU has supported the expansion of South-South trade 
and regional integration through initiatives like the Agadir Free Trade Agreement signed in 
February 2004.  

In these regions, the establishment of appropriate interconnections are key enablers of trade 
and integration as they reduce the costs of doing business and allow people to access markets 
more easily. These challenges are particularly crucial for insular countries, which require 
specific attention and support. The development of dynamic processes of regional integration, 
which will strengthen Africa’s competitiveness in the world economy, is all the more 
welcome given the limited progress of many African countries in expanding and diversifying 
their exports. Some Sub-Saharan countries have for 20 years not significantly changed their 
export mix, which today too often still consists of a small number of unprocessed primary 
commodities. As a result, Sub-Saharan Africa’s share of world trade has declined from 3% in 
1950 to less than 2% today. A controlled and gradual increase in openness, first regionally 
and then towards the wider world, is therefore needed as a basis for a significant acceleration 
of growth and development. Given that Europe remains Africa’s most important trading 
partner – for example, approximately 85% of Africa’s exports of cotton, fruit and vegetables 
are imported by the EU – the EU has a key role in supporting these processes.  

1.3. Geo-social dynamics: patterns of progress and clusters of inequality  

Just as with peace and stability and with trade and growth, the picture in Africa is extremely 
varied when it comes to human development. A line of poverty cuts across the entire 
continent. However, different socio-political contexts and different government policies mean 
that development outcomes still vary considerably between countries and regions. This is, for 
example, reflected in indicators for inequality, education and health, although similar patterns 
of regional diversity can also be found in the areas of gender (in)equality, access to basic 
services and environmental sustainability.  
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Map 3: HIV/AIDS prevalence and literacy rates in Africa. Sources: UNAIDS Annual Report 2004 and the UN’s 
Millennium Indicators database (2004) 

While several African countries have managed to record impressive economic growth, a 
highly unequal distribution of income often prevents this growth from having a positive 
impact on poverty levels. There is therefore not necessarily any link between the overall 
prosperity of a country and its performance in terms of sustainable development, decent work 
opportunities and poverty reduction. The category of strikingly unequal societies includes 
many poor countries, such as Sierra Leone and the Central African Republic, but also 
wealthier countries like Lesotho, Botswana and South Africa. The most extreme case is 
Namibia, which has one of the highest levels of inequality in the world. Relatively even 
distributions of income are found in countries like Ghana and Uganda, where growth also has 
been more strongly linked to sustainable poverty reduction.  

Not least against the background of continuously strong population increases, employment 
creation remains one of the major challenges for social development and poverty reduction. 
However, the employment situation remains worrisome in most African countries. The vast 
majority of all new jobs for young labour market entrants in Africa are in the informal 
economy, with low productivity and income, poor working conditions, lack of career 
prospects and with little or no social protection. Women and ethnic minorities in particular 
continue to face disproportional difficulties on the labour market. At the same time, child 
labour remains a frequent phenomenon in many countries and constitutes an important 
income base for many families. In Sub-Saharan Africa alone the number of young people 
looking for work is expected to increase by 28% in the next 15 years, equivalent to 30 million 
people.iii  

Gradually, literacy rates are improving in Africa. Progress in primary education has been 
recorded in some of the poorest countries such as Burkina Faso, Benin and Eritrea, with 
overall numbers of children in primary school in Sub-Saharan Africa increasing by 48 percent 
between 1990 and 2001. Broadly speaking, enrolment rates in primary education show that 
southern and eastern Africa lag somewhat behind the rest of Africa. However, when it comes 
to secondary education, the Sahel countries Niger and Chad fare particularly badly, with 
enrolment rates well below 10%. Within those countries, rural areas tend to fare worse and 
certain groups, such as girls, disabled children and orphans, remain particularly marginalised.  

Communicable diseases have placed a heavy burden on many countries and regions across 
Africa. The HIV/AIDS pandemic has hit southern and eastern Africa hardest: there is also a 
more limited, but growing, epidemic in west Africa and it is only the countries of north Africa 
that have so far escaped any large-scale impact. Adult prevalence rates range from under one 
percent of the population in Senegal and Mauritania to over 25 percent in Swaziland, 
Botswana and Lesotho, where the pandemic has wiped out decades of development efforts 
and considerably decreased the average life expectancy. However, despite these devastating 
diseases, Africa continues to record rapid demographic growth, ranging from 2.2 percent to 
2.8 percent per year. If this rate of growth were to be sustained, Africa would be home to not 
less than 2 billion people within 40 years 

1.4. Geo-environmental dynamics: management of natural resources to combat 
poverty 

The perception remains in some quarters that environmental protection is something of a 
luxury in Africa. Yet, evidence shows that environmental degradation often contributes to 
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poverty and when forests disappear and water is exhausted or polluted, it is often the poor of 
Africa, especially children and women, who suffer most. Promoting sustainable natural 
resource management is thus a politically, socially and economically sound development 
strategy for Africa. 

The African continent is environmentally very diverse. Climate conditions range from humid 
tropical in western and central Africa and in the western Indian Ocean islands, to arid and 
semi-arid in most southern African countries, while semi-deserts and deserts are features of 
northern Africa. Climate change will further increase the strain on water resources, affect 
biodiversity and human health, worsen food security and increase desertification. Extreme 
hydrometeorological events such as flooding and drought are common across Africa, and set 
to increase as a result of climate change, while early warning systems are inadequate and 
disaster management is weak. Climate change adaptation is therefore an urgent necessity for 
Africa’s development. 

 

Map 4: Africa’s environmental vulnerability (source: UNEP) 

Two-thirds of Africa’s total land area is arid or semi-arid and 34% of Africa’s population 
lives in arid areas compared to just 2% in Europe. Land is central to development in Africa 
since the livelihoods of about 60% of the population depend on agriculture. The expansion of 
agriculture over the past three decades has involved the cultivation of marginal areas and the 
clearance of important natural habitats such as forests and wetlands. Such conversion is a 
major driving force behind land degradation. In the western Indian Ocean islands, for 
example, competition for land is so intense that coastal wetlands have been destroyed and 
inland swamps have been drained and used as construction sites. Draining wetlands for 
agriculture threatens not only habitats and biodiversity but also the livelihoods of pastoralists. 

Soil erosion reduces the productivity of land, requiring farmers to apply more and more 
fertilizers and other chemicals that help check falling productivity. Land degradation is 
intricately linked to poverty and addressing this problem requires the participation of the 
resource users and, where appropriate, providing them with alternative livelihood options. A 
recent study estimated that desertification processes affect 46 per cent of the African continent 
and a total of almost 500 million people: the worst affected areas are along desert margins 
(see map). 
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Africa’s renewable water resources average 4,050 km3/year, significantly less than the world 
average of 7,000 m3 per capita/year. The spatial distribution of both surface water and 
groundwater is uneven. At least 13 countries suffered water stress or scarcity in 1990 and the 
number is projected to double by 2025. Groundwater is a major source of water in the region, 
accounting for 15 percent of Africa’s total resources. Groundwater is used for domestic and 
agricultural consumption in many areas, particularly in arid sub-regions where surface water 
resources are limited. However, areas heavily dependent on groundwater reserves are also at 
risk of water shortages, as water is extracted far more rapidly than it is recharged. 

Africa’s forest cover is estimated at 650 million ha, representing 17 percent of the world’s 
forests. African forests provide many goods and services. A study in Madagascar estimated 
the value of forest products to local villages to be US$200,000 over ten years. In Ghana, it is 
estimated that 16-20% of the local population’s food supply is met from forest products. 
Deforestation, both for commercial timber and to make room for agriculture, is therefore a 
major concern and represents an enormous loss of natural economic wealth to the continent. 
Selective vegetation removal and over-harvesting of non-timber forest resources, including 
medicinal plants, all add to this problem. The pressures on forests and woodlands are further 
exacerbated by the construction of access roads which open up closed forest areas, making the 
resources more accessible, and their trade more profitable.  

2. THE PRINCIPLES OF THE EU’S RELATIONS WITH AFRICA 

2.1. The EU’s longstanding relationship with Africa  

2.1.1. A network of agreements 

The EU-Africa relationship is deeply rooted in history. Over the last few decades, the EC and 
the Member States have concluded various contractual arrangements with different parts of 
Africa, reflecting the continent’s diversity in terms of history, policies and needs.iv  

The Lomé I Agreement, signed in 1975, was the first framework agreement with the countries 
of Sub-Saharan Africa, as part of the ACP group of states. This pioneering agreement already 
included principles such as partnership, the contractual nature of the relationship and the long-
term predictability of financing. Following a number of subsequent Lomé Agreements, in 
2000 the EC and its Member States concluded the Cotonou Agreement for twenty years with 
the 48 countries of Sub-Saharan Africa. The Cotonou Agreement, revised in 2005, combines a 
political dimension with trade and development issues in a single comprehensive framework. 
South Africa, while a signatory of the Cotonou Agreement, concluded a separate parallel 
ambitious Trade, Development and Cooperation Agreement (TDCA).v 

The EU’s relations with the countries of north Africa are based on the Euro-Mediterranean 
Partnership and Association Agreements, and on the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP)vi 
and ENP Action Plans. The Euro-Mediterranean Partnership was launched in 1995 when the 
Barcelona Declaration identified the three main objectives of the Partnership as: (a) 
establishing a common area of peace and stability through the reinforcement of political and 
security dialogue; (b) creating an area of shared prosperity through an economic partnership 
and the gradual establishment of a free-trade area; and (c) bringing peoples together through a 
social, cultural and human partnership aimed at promoting understanding between cultures 
and exchanges between civil societies. The Partnership is implemented by bilateral 
Association Agreements between the EU and each of the partner countries.vii Building on this 
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platform, the ENP offers to these countries an increasingly close relationship with the EU, 
involving a significant degree of economic integration and a deepening of political 
cooperation in an approach founded on partnership, joint ownership and differentiation and 
aiming to promote the prosperity, stability and security of Europe’s immediate neighbours.viii 
All five north African countries are beneficiaries under this policy, implementation of which 
started in 2005 with the adoption of a first set of ENP Action Plans, including those for 
Tunisia and Morocco, which representing the fruit of discussions with the partner countries 
and common agreement on priority reform priorities and actions.  

2.1.2. A new framework for development policy 

While these agreements provide a long-term framework for dialogue, trade and cooperation, 
the EU needs to adapt its policy to the ever-changing political and economic context. The 
stronger consensus on the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), the changing security 
context after the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 and subsequent events, and the 
increased impact of globalisation are just some of the elements that have made it necessary to 
rethink the EU’s policy towards the developing world.  

In April 2005 the Commission issued the “MDG package”, providing the basis for the 
ambitious commitments made by the European Council in June 2005.ix Building on this 
package, in July 2005 the Commission proposed to the Council and the Parliament to go even 
further and adopt a Joint Declaration on the EU’s new Development Policy, the “European 
Consensus”.x Once adopted, the “European Consensus” will provide, for the first time ever, a 
common framework of objectives, values and principles that the Union – all 25 Member 
States, the Commission and the European Parliament – supports and promotes as a global 
player and global partner.  

The EU-Africa Strategy aims at providing a common, coordinated and coherent European 
initiative and response to the challenges Africa faces and therefore constitutes the first 
practical example of implementation of the abovementioned “European Consensus”. 

2.2. Making a quantum leap in EU-Africa relations  

2.2.1. Engaging with a changing Africa: equality, partnership, ownership 

As we enter a new era in EU-Africa relations, it is time to reinforce the basic principles that 
govern this relationship, most prominently equality, partnership and ownership. While these 
principles are not new, their sense, significance and implications have changed with 
developments in the external political and economic context. The birth of the AU and 
NEPAD, the reinforced role of Africa’s Regional Economic Communities (RECs) and the 
emergence of a new generation of leaders at national level have not only changed Africa, but 
also affected its relationship with Europe. Rethinking these basic principles could 
fundamentally improve the nature and potential of the EU-Africa relationship.  

Equality. The emergence of the AU and the RECs on the one hand and the consolidation of 
European integration on the other have created a new and more symmetrical institutional 
framework for relations between Europe and Africa, between the EU and the regional and 
continental institutions. Equality implies mutual recognition, mutual respect and the definition 
of mutual collective interests.  
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Partnership. This more balanced relationship has implications for the notion of partnership. 
First, between the EU and Africa. The EU is not only a donor of development aid, but also a 
political and commercial partner. Its relations with Africa therefore not only encompass 
development issues, but also include broad, concrete and constructive political dialogue. The 
EU can offer Africa lessons learned from its experience of continental integration, regional 
and social cohesion, institution-building and policy development. This partnership must also 
be based on mutual responsibility and accountability, which includes the mutual respect for 
human rights and fundamental freedoms. Second, with the rest of the world. As the EU and 
Africa share basic values and objectives, such as a more multilateral world order, fairer global 
development and the promotion of diversity, they must be strategic partners in the 
international community. 

Ownership. Development policies and strategies cannot be imposed from the outside. The 
vision of good governance, respect for human rights and democracy embraced by the AU and 
NEPAD deserves the EU’s full support and will add a new dimension to the concept of 
ownership as the basis for dialogue and cooperation with each country. These principles are at 
the heart of the Cotonou Agreement, the TDCA, Euro-Mediterranean Partnership and the 
European Neighbourhood Policy. The EU should consistently and collectively support Africa 
and country-owned strategies and policies. In order to turn the principle of ownership into 
policy, budget support (aid directly contributing to a partner government's budget for sectoral 
policies or general programmes) should increasingly become the main aid delivery 
mechanism. This approach not only improves the ownership, efficiency and predictability of 
the support, but will also enhance a more mature policy dialogue leading partner countries to 
take their responsibilities in terms of objectives, means and governance mechanisms.  

2.2.2. Engaging with a multilayered Africa: subsidiarity and solidarity  

In view of the many different cooperation agreements, the growing role of both the RECs and 
the AU, and the increasing complexity of the EU’s relations with Africa, subsidiarity and 
solidarity should also become central tenets of the EU Strategy for Africa. 

Subsidiarity. Through these agreements, the EU should engage with Africa’s three levels of 
governance – national, regional and continental – on the basis of the principle of subsidiarity: 
only matters which would be dealt with less effectively at a lower level should be reserved for 
a higher level of governance. Issues such as peace and security, migration, interconnection or 
disaster management require primarily regional or continental responses, while other 
questions, including basic social services, including like health care or primary education, are 
often better dealt with at national or sub-national level. 

EU policies and action should therefore be tailored to the potential of each level. At country 
level, the EU should for Northern Africa, support national reform strategies and the 
implementation of the European Neighbourhood Policy Action Plans, while for Sub-Saharan 
African the EU should continue to centre support on the implementation of national 
development policies and poverty reduction strategies (PRSPs). At regional level, the EU 
should support (sub-)regional integration and development strategies and programmes of 
different Regional Economic Communities (RECs). For Sub-Saharan Africa this will entailthe 
creation of regional integrated markets following the conclusion of EPA negotiations. This 
objective should extend to tangible support for coordinated supply-side and other reforms at 
national level, so as to seamlessly bind national development policies with regional 
integration objectives. The EU should support African efforts to rationalise the current 
regional integration schemes and institutions in accordance with the regional frameworks 
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governing the EPAs. At continental level, finally, the EU should support the continental 
institutions and strategies of the AU and NEPAD providing answers to current Africa-wide 
challenges. This will require boosting the capacity of these supranational institutions to make 
them stronger, more effective and more credible in the eyes of African countries and citizens. 
To that end, the EU should enhance its support to the AU Commission, to the Pan-African 
Parliament, and other pan-African institutions. At the same time, the EU should develop 
synergies and complementary features between the different agreements to support these 
Africa-wide strategies more effectively. 

Solidarity. The EU should support African efforts to develop enhanced intra-African 
solidarity between these three different levels of governance. This solidarity consists of, for 
instance, recognition that peace, security and governance is a shared responsibility of the 
entire African continent. The principle of ‘non-indifference’ promulgated by the AU lies at 
the heart of this new doctrine. Swift reactions by the AU following coups d’Etat, breaches of 
constitutional orders or violations of human rights vividly illustrate this attitude. The 
establishment of the Peace Facility, to which all Sub-Saharan African countries contributed 
via their EDF envelopes, is a good example of how Europe can support this African 
commitment.xi Another example could be to set up a mechanism supporting countries which 
are vulnerable and exposed to disasters and catastrophes. 

2.2.3. Engaging with Africa on a continuous basis: political dialogue  

Finally, it is crucial that the EU’s relations with Africa should be increasingly pervaded by a 
culture of dialogue. The importance of a permanent, frank and constructive political dialogue 
can hardly be overestimated. This also requires a common and consistent approach by the EU 
as a whole, assuming its leading responsibility in partnership with other international players 
and with the UN.  

Experience gained so far inspired some of the recent amendments to the Cotonou Agreement, 
which provides for a regular and comprehensive political dialogue with the countries and 
regions in Sub-Saharan Africa. Following the revision of Articles 8 and 96 of the Cotonou 
Agreement, political dialogue has become more structured, more permanent and potentially 
more effective. The revised Article 8 will allow the EC and African partners to use political 
dialogue swiftly and effectively and under almost all circumstances. Article 96 will become 
more powerful since it will be a second-level instrument for more difficult situations not 
solved through previous political dialogue. Sanctions, the effectiveness of which has to be 
carefully assessed, will be only the very last resort. In this way, political dialogue can be used 
to prevent violation of the ‘essential elements’ of the Cotonou Agreementxii instead of – as too 
often in the past – being a reaction mechanism only when a problem occurs. With the North 
African countries, the Barcelona Process and the ENP provide a solid framework for political 
dialogue. The Barcelona process regained momentum following the Naples ministerial 
conference in December 2003 and the November 2005 Barcelona Summit will be a new 
milestone in Euro-Mediterranean relations. The EU also needs to enhance its dialogue with 
the African continent as a whole, going beyond the regular ministerial meetings and raising 
the dialogue to the highest political level. Five years after the Cairo Summit, it is time to 
organise the EU-Africa Lisbon Summit.  

The quantum leap in EU-Africa relations described under this heading can be well illustrated 
by recent developments in EU-South Africa relations. Ten years into democracy, South Africa 
has become an important strategic EU ally on the continent. It is an anchor country in the 
southern Africa region and a key actor in the regional integration process, the regional 
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stability and the future Economic Partnership Agreements (EPA) with southern Africa. On the 
continental level, South Africa is one of the driving forces behind the AU and NEPAD, a 
beacon of democracy and good governance and a major peace-keeper. On a global scale, it 
plays an increasingly important role as a representative of Africa and the entire developing 
world. Therefore, South Africa and the EU have agreed to deepen and broaden their existing 
relationship through a holistic and innovative approach beyond 2006 with a view to building a 
strategic partnership. The Joint Cooperation Council has adopted Joint Conclusions that 
emphasise the need for an integrated approach to political dialogue, development cooperation, 
trade liberalisation and broad economic cooperation. This will result in a new type of 
cooperation based on mutual interests that particularly will address South Africa’s imbalance 
and disparity between the “first economy” and its “second” informal sector.  

3. A THREE-PRONGED EU RESPONSE STRATEGY 

3.1. Strengthening EU support in priority areas  

Chapter 1 showed that the road to sustainable political, economic, social and environmental 
development will look rather different for each African country or region. But the overview 
also demonstrated that many countries and regions face similar problems, all of which are 
crucial for Africa’s ability to achieve the MDGs and all of which require enhanced action. 
Under the new Strategy for Africa, the EU – the European Community and the Member States 
– should therefore strengthen its support in the areas considered prerequisites for attaining the 
MDGs (peace and security and good governance), areas that create the economic environment 
for achieving the MDGs (economic growth, trade and interconnection) and areas directly 
targeting the MDGs (social cohesion and environment). Taken together, these measures 
constitute the EU’s common, comprehensive and coherent response to Africa’s development 
challenges. 

3.1.1. Prerequisites for attaining the MDGs and good governance 

3.1.1.1. Foster peace and security 

Peace and security are the first essential prerequisites for sustainable development. Over the 
last few decades, wars and violent conflicts in Africa have destroyed millions of lives and 
decades of economic development. Indeed, the Copenhagen Consensus project has 
demonstrated that, on average, countries in conflict suffer negative annual GDP growth of 
2%.xiii In addition, wars and conflicts also provoke uncontrolled population movements, 
increase environmental pressure, destabilise the societies and governing structures of 
neighbouring countries and regions and often provide fertile breeding ground for terrorism 
and organised crime. Wars and conflict have an impact on all stages of the development cycle 
and there is therefore a crucial need for a comprehensive EU approach to all issues relating to 
conflict prevention, management and resolution, post-conflict reconstruction and peace-
building.  

The EU will therefore step up its efforts to promote peace and security at all stages of the 
conflict cycle. Specific action should include: 

• Develop a comprehensive approach to conflict prevention, which seeks to integrate 
policies and action in the fields of security, development and democratic governance. The 
EU should increasingly use regional and national development strategies and instruments 
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to address structural causes of conflict. The EU will maintain its support to addressing the 
root-causes of violent conflict, including poverty, degradation, exploitation and unequal 
distribution and access to land and natural resources, weak governance, human rights 
abuses and gender inequality. It will also promote dialogue, participation and 
reconciliation with a view to prevent possible outbreaks of violence. Especially in fragile 
states a culture of conflict prevention needs to be developed and fostered. A crucial role 
could be played by national and regional Early Warning Systems, and the EU should step 
up its assistance to support partner countries' and regional organizations' efforts to 
strengthen governance/institutional capacity building to enable them to engage effectively 
in prevention approach. “The monitoring of scarce natural resources (water, fertile land) 
and the promotion of sound management of shared valuable resources could also 
contribute to conflict prevention and sustainable peace.  

• Cooperate in addressing common security threats, including non-proliferation of weapons 
of mass destruction (WMD) and combating terrorism. As regards terrorism, the EU should 
cooperate to reinforce the role of the UN in the multilateral fight against terrorism, 
including through the full implementation of relevant UN Security Council Resolutions 
and the UN Convention on Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism, while ensuring 
respect for human rights in this context. As regards weapons of mass destruction and 
illegal arms exports, issues which also undermine regional security, improving overall 
coordination and cooperation to ensure full compliance with relevant international 
obligations and export control regimes. 

• Support African peace-support operations by continuing to provide support to African-
led, -owned and –implemented peace-support operations, notably through the 
strengthening and replenishment of the Peace Facility for Africa. Many lessons can be 
learned from the experience with the Peace Facility. The development-related objectives of 
the Facility have been successfully converted into practical action and that today the 
Facility constitutes the financial foundation of Africa’s peace and security architecture, 
underpinning the leadership of the AU and the sub-regional organisations. It is time now, 
building on this experience, to set up a more comprehensive EU approach complementing 
these Community instruments through CFSP/ESDP approaches. A common EU policy 
with regard to the different conflicts in Africa is therefore needed. The EU should also 
pursue a common policy responding to UN Secretary General Kofi Annan’s call for 
establishing an interlocking system of peacekeeping capacities, exploring the synergies 
between the different organisations involved and developing organisational capacities of 
African institutions, in particular through a proposed ten-year capacity building plan for 
the AU.  

• Disarm to break the conflict cycle. First, efforts to achieve coherent regional and national 
strategies for disarmament, demobilisation, reintegration and reinsertion (DDRR) should 
be supported in order to contribute to the reintegration of ex-combatants – including child 
soldiers – and stabilisation of post-conflict situations.xiv This work can draw on the 
experience in central Africa, particularly the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), where 
a wide range of activities, ranging from the collection and destruction of arms to the 
development of a national army (e.g. through centres de brassage) are at present deployed. 
The EU should also promote an integrated approach to address the proliferation of small 
arms and light weapons (SALW) as well as landmines (see Box 1). To this end, the 
Commission recently launched two wide-ranging pilot projects supported by the European 
Parliament. On the basis of these and other experience, the EU should define a collective, 
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comprehensive and cross-cutting EU approach to address the diverse features of the 
problem, building on both first pillar and CSFP/ESDP instruments.  

• Sustain peace in post-conflict situations by developing a more coherent and smooth 
transition between short-term (humanitarian assistance) and long-term (development) 
strategies in post-conflict situations. The proposed Stability Instrument will contribute 
significantly to improve the EU’s capacity to respond to crises and post-crisis 
reconstruction by providing a single legal instrument, taking into account that post-crisis 
stabilisation requires a sustained and flexible engagement and a high degree of flexibility 
in decision-making and budget allocation. The EU should promote an integrated and 
comprehensive political dialogue and policy mix supported by appropriate instruments 
while strengthening implementation of its linking relief, rehabilitation and development 
(LRRD) efforts. These transition strategies should also integrate socially and 
environmentally durable solutions for refugees and other vulnerable groups. The EU 
should also develop a strategy and capacity to foster security sector reform (SSR) in Africa, 
which will take into account the related institutions and capacity building programmes of 
the EC and Member States, whilst identifying the scope of action to be pursued within the 
European security and defence policy (ESDP) framework. Finally, the EU welcomes the 
establishment of a UN Peace-building Commission. 

• Tackle conflict resources. Access to and exploitation of valuable or scarce natural 
resources can be important contributing factors to the outbreak or continuation of conflicts. 
The EU should continue to promote effective implementation of the ‘Kimberley Process 
Certification Scheme’xv for diamonds and should work with African partners to improve 
the control and traceability of other potential conflict resources. It should also support 
Africa Forest Law Enforcement and Governance (AFLEG) through the implementation of 
the EU Action Plan for Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade (FLEGT). This 
Action Plan sets out a series of measures to tackle illegal logging, addressing good 
governance in developing countries while enhancing the opportunities of the EU’s internal 
market.  

Box 1: Fighting landmines as a prerequisite for peace (Angola) 

In 2002 the civil war in Angola came to an end. The omnipresence of landmines and 
unexploded ordinance, however, posed a serious obstacle to the general recovery of the 
country and will remain a challenge for years to come. Estimates suggest that approximately 
4-5 million landmines are spread across Angola. The European Commission therefore decided 
to put in place a €26m Programme of Emergency Mine Action for Sustainable Return and 
Resettlement. Through a combination of mine-clearance and institutional capacity-building, 
the programme helped Angola to overcome the legacy of almost 30 years of civil war and 
prepared the ground for the country’s sustained development. It constitutes a model for all 
post-conflict countries. 

3.1.1.2. Support legitimate and effective governance 

Together, African countries have signed up to a set of progressive values and principles of 
governance. This is a major component of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership and the 
European Neighbourhood Policy, and Northern African Countries which have agreed an ENP 
Action Plan have taken specific commitments in that respect. It is equally central in the 
Cotonou Agreement and the Trade, Development and Cooperation Agreement (TDCA). Some 
of them have even committed themselves to being regularly monitored in the framework of 
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the African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM), a unique tool for peer review and peer learning 
and basis for reform. Historical, human and cultural heritages must be taken into 
consideration when supporting and monitoring these processes. While these improvements are 
tangible, it is clear that the path towards sustainable democracy in Africa is difficult, long and 
rarely straight. Securing respect for the full range of human rights and the rule of law remains 
a major challenge. Strict restrictions on the right to assembly and the freedom of organisation 
and expression are still in place in many countries. Reliable information is still limited, 
corruption is often endemic, and violence against political opponents is commonplace. 
Indeed, many African countries suffer from a dual crisis of legitimacy, i.e. weakness, or even 
absence, of a genuine social contract between state and citizen, and ineffectiveness, i.e. limited 
capacity to deliver basic social services. The result is a growing disconnect between the 
‘legality’ of the state apparatus and its ‘legitimacy’ in the eyes of ordinary people. While 
genuinely democratic elections create legitimacy and stability, too often elections instead 
become a source of conflict because they are flawed or because the losing side does not 
accept defeat. The organisation and role of the state – often reflecting the legacies of the past 
– is therefore a crucial issue. Primary responsibility for building democracy lies in the hands 
of Africa’s people and of its ruling class. Governments and other public institutions need to 
increase their dialogue with civil society on policy issues to create more transparency and 
engagements on critical choices for development. They have to deliver what they have 
pledged. 

There is a strong linkage between the promotion of development and the promotion of 
democracy. It is clear that democracy cannot be created or imposed by domestic elites or 
external actors but the promotion of sustainable socio-economic development can contribute 
to foster a greater demand for democracy. The appropriate role of external actors is therefore 
instead to support and encourage domestic efforts to build, strengthen and sustain democratic 
norms, procedures and institutions. In order to address the twin problems of weak and 
ineffective governance, the EU will support legitimate and effective governance as a second 
central prerequisite for development and, thus, for attaining the MDGs. Specific action should 
include: 

• Reform of the State (1): Build effective and credible central institutions. The construction 
of stronger central institutions is a shared objective at all levels of governance, including 
the regional and pan-African layers (see above on subsidiarity). Strengthening the capacity 
of African countries will enhance respect for human rights, freedoms of citizens, good 
governance and effectiveness of the State and deserves the EU’s full support. This should 
include support for the police and judiciary system and other institutions in emerging 
democracies, including the national ombudsman, the court of auditors and inclusive 
election commissions. It also includes the strengthening of public financial management 
(PFM) systems, most notably through the mainstreaming of the public financial 
management performance measurement framework and implementation of the 
strengthened approach to supporting PFM reforms.xvi Finally, it includes reinforcement of 
the capacity of Africa’s national parliaments so that they can perform their legislative, 
oversight – including corruption-fighting – and representative functions better. Parliaments 
are the legitimate institutions for security sector reform (SSR), conflict resolution, national 
integration and reconciliation, but also for the co-design of their countries’ development 
strategies.  

• Reform of the State (2): Develop local capacity. A systematic dialogue with national 
governments and local authorities should be launched on how best to support 
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decentralisation processes. Decentralisation empowers people and strengthens democracy, 
development strategy and action. Decentralisation allows a fair share of income to remain 
within regions instead of being absorbed by the centre. In addition, decentralisation also 
allows cities and rural communities to participate in conflict prevention and thereby 
transforming military claims into political claims. In the past, the Commission has, for 
example, supported the successful decentralisation process in Mali, which contributed to 
peacefully defusing the Tuareg uprising. Another instructive example is Rwanda which, 
following the genocide of 1994, has embarked on an ambitious process of decentralising 
administrative power in the framework of reconstruction of the state.  

• Launch a Governance Initiative. The EU should back African-owned efforts to improve 
governance. The EU must encourage and support African countries systematically to 
develop good governance plans within their national PRSP. One powerful tool to boost 
efforts further is, in particular, the voluntary African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) 
and the reforms that it will trigger. To this end, the Commission should launch a 
Governance Initiative that will encourage participation in the APRM process and provide 
further support to African countries for the implementation of their APRM-driven reforms. 
This support should be additional to, and fully in line with, poverty reduction strategy 
papers and should respect African ownership both of the process and of the reforms 
pursued. 

• Reinforce respect for human rights and democracy. To encourage further sharing of 
expertise and resources, an EU-Africa Forum on human rights should be set up. This 
Forum will be underpinned by a network of human rights experts in Africa and Europe, 
with the goal of addressing substantive and institutional human rights issues in the context 
of a sustained dialogue. The Forum could be convened several times per year, should feed 
into major dialogue events and work towards the effective implementation of shared 
human rights commitments. Beyond this, the EU will make every possible effort for 
human rights issues to be discussed and addressed within the different forms of dialogue 
and international cooperation (such as in the UN) and mainstreamed into development 
cooperation. The EU should also place particular emphasis on the promotion, respect and 
protection of children’s rights and basic needs, as well as the promotion, respect and 
protection of women's rights and gender equality. For Northern Africa, the Commission 
Communication on the Tenth Anniversary of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership proposed 
the creation of a Governance Facility that will serve to promote reform, through supporting 
and rewarding those partners that show a clear commitment to common democratic values 
and to political reform. 

• Promote gender equality. The EU should ensure that gender equality is fully taken into 
account in all partnerships and in national development strategies including in poverty 
reduction strategies. In Africa women constitute the majority of both urban and rural poor. 
The EU should give priority to the elimination of illiteracy especially among girls and the 
promotion of their equal access to education, to investment in Sexual and Reproductive 
Health (SRH) in order to combat HIV/AIDS pandemic, to the reduction of maternal and 
child mortality, and to the participation of women in conflict prevention, peace building 
and reconstruction. 

• Fight corruption and organised crime and promote good governance in the financial, 
tax and judicial areas. The EU should sustain and accelerate the process of ratification of 
the UN Convention against Corruption, a central plank of which is the requirement that 
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countries confiscate and repatriate illicit assets, and the UN Convention against 
International Organised Crime. The EU should also promote full implementation of the 
Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI), encourage its African partner 
countries to join the Initiative and request EU companies and companies active on the EU 
market to disclose information. This scheme could also be extended to other industries, 
such as forestry and fisheries. In addition, the EU Member States should also live up to 
their commitments under the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention. Moreover the EU should 
encourage the adoption and implementation of international standards relating to the fight 
against money laundering, terrorism, tax fraud and tax avoidance. The EU also encourages 
African Countries’ to sign and implement the main international instruments of crime 
prevention, like the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime and its 
protocols and the UN Convention against Corruption. The EU should also address the 
limited institutional and technical capacity of African countries to deal with organized 
crime and drugs in an effective and comprehensive manner, through the development of 
internal strategies as well as capacity building.  

3.1.2. Creating a positive economic environment  

3.1.2.1. Boost economic growth 

Despite improvements in economic performance, Africa continues to be marginalised in the 
international economy. In an increasingly globalised world economy, Africa accounts for only 
about 2% of world trade and its share of global manufactured exports is almost negligible. 
Most African countries have been unable to diversify their exports and often remain 
dependent on a limited number of agricultural or mining commodities which are sensitive to 
price changes and long term falls. Industrial activity is often linked to these resources, and in 
particular in mining, is often capital-intensive and creates few jobs. Without increased 
economic growth and private investment, few African countries will have the sustainable 
revenues they need to deliver basic social services such as education and health care. Boosting 
economic growth will thus be a key factor in achieving the MDGs. Indeed, to increase the 
chance of halving poverty by 2015, it has been calculated that Africa needs to achieve yearly 
average growth of at least 8%. 

In order to ensure that globalisation can become a positive force for Africa’s development, 
EU action should stimulate sufficiently rapid, broad-based and sustainable economic growth 
in order to contribute to an effective reduction of poverty. Specific action should include: 

• Support macroeconomic stability. Macroeconomic and structural policies encourage 
private investment and stimulate pro-poor growth. Implementation of such policies will be 
particularly important in those countries which currently enjoy high oil and gas revenues. 
To ensure that these measures deliver improvements in the lives of poor people, the EU 
should provide particular support for national strategies for poverty reduction that reflect 
wide domestic ownership and provide a broader context for prudent macroeconomic 
policies that promote pro-poor growth. 

• Creation of integrated regional markets (South-South trade). Creating integrated regional 
markets is at the heart of the concept of the Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) that 
the EU is currently negotiating with four Sub-Saharan regions of Africa. These innovative 
agreements are being designed with development as the major objective and benchmark.xvii 
This process of integration and of fostering trade will continue to be accompanied by 
substantial and increasing financial support, notably for building trade capacities and for 
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the implementation of supply side reforms. Already the main donor in this area, the EU 
should step up its trade related assistance to Africa. This assistance will be used to 
strengthen in-country and regional trade policy and negotiation capacity, to assist countries 
with the implementation of the WTO agreements and EPAs and to address supply side 
constraints in areas including regulatory issues, food safety, product standards in export 
markets. Supporting an ambitious trade facilitation agenda, one of the objectives of the on-
going DDA round, will also be part of the EPAs, in order to improve customs procedures 
and formalities, including transit regimes, which are of special relevance for Africa’s 
landlocked countries. The removal of current barriers to intra-regional trade and 
investment and the establishment of more stable, transparent and predictable rules and 
reliable institutions will contribute significantly to the growth of local and regional 
economies. An important example of this process is the recent Agadir Free Trade 
Agreement signed in February 2004 between Jordan, Egypt, Tunisia and Morocco and 
supported by the European Commission. Looking further into the future, and in accordance 
with the AU long term vision, the EPA should also act as building blocs for the progressive 
creation of a single African economic space. In order to be able to benefit more from 
increased opportunities to trade and to ensure that benefits from increased trade are 
distributed more evenly, trade needs to be better integrated into national development 
strategies and in particular into poverty reduction strategies. The EU should assist Africa in 
this process so to enable African governments to effectively use trade as a policy tool to 
reduce poverty. 

• Increased market access and trade (North-South trade). For Northern Africa, the 
ambitious process leading to the creation of an Euro-Mediterranean Free Trade zone by 
2010 will be achieved through the implementation of the existing Association Agreements. 
For sub-Saharan Africa, the EU has provided tariff and quota free access for the poorest 
African countries. In the EPA negotiations, the EU should provide effectively improved 
market access and simplify, harmonise and render rules of origin more development 
friendly. It should also continue to encourage other major developed or developing 
countries to follow its example. Moreover, it should assist African countries in their efforts 
in bringing its products to EU and world markets, to comply with rules and standards, 
notably in the sanitary and phytosanitary areas, and to negotiate preferential market access 
for goods and services. In respect of opening access to the African markets for EU 
products, the EPAs foresee transition periods compatible with their development needs and 
constraints, with adequate protection for sensitive sectors where needed. In order to ensure 
Africa’s gradual integration into the multilateral trading system, the EU will continue to 
assist Africa in negotiating and taking advantage of the new opportunities arising from 
multilateral trade liberalisation while strengthening the social dimension of globalisation 
and promoting productive employment and decent work opportunities. To reduce the 
impact of price shocks on commodity dependant countries, the EC should introduce 
innovative insurance instruments to complement its existing FLEX mechanism.  

• Stimulate private-sector development. The promotion of a stable, efficient and harmonised 
legal framework for business is another vital key to growth. This has been pursued in 
Northern Africa through the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership and promoted using 
assistance from the MEDA programme. The European Investment Bank has also played a 
key role through the Facility for Euro Mediterranean Investment Partnership (FEMIP). 
Through the ENP Action Plans, the EU and relevant Northern African countries have 
agreed to address a wide range of regulatory and other issues which hamper the 
development of the private sector. In addition, with a more specific sub-Saharan Africa 
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focus, the Commission will convene in 2006 a Euro-African Business Forum bringing 
together entrepreneurs and public and private investors from both Europe and Africa. This 
Forum will support and be complementary to the emerging regional business fora 
established or nurtured with African regions in the context of the EPA negotiations. It 
should draw up a Plan of Action for the private sector, aiming at fostering investment, 
boosting industry and creating jobs. The Forum could also discuss the adoption of a code 
of conduct on issues such as corruption, transparency and fair working conditions. 
Improved access for SMEs to financial and non-financial services, support for the 
development of micro-finance and promotion of partnerships between the public and 
private sectors should be pursued, for example by encouraging innovative business 
initiatives enabled by low-cost electronic communications. In South Africa, support for the 
Department of Trade and Industry’s SWEEEP programme is contributing to the expansion 
of the “Black Economic Empowerment” enterprises (see Box 2). To make sure that the 
development of the private sector is translated into more and better work for all, the 
establishment of national action plans or programmes on employment and decent work 
should be encouraged in close cooperation with partner countries and organisations such as 
the AU, NEPAD and the ILO. Pilot programmes on decent work, such as that in Ghana, 
have showed their potential for success. In this context, extension of the Youth 
Employment Network (YEN)xviii could play a positive role. 

Box 2: Linking industrial growth with black empowerment (South Africa) 

Following the end of apartheid in South Africa, the government decided to make a radical 
change in the economic and industrial policy of the country. The Department of Trade and 
Industry put in place an Integrated Manufacturing Strategy (IMS) to boost industrial growth 
combined with a long-term Strategy for Small Business Development and Black Economic 
Empowerment. The core objective of the IMS is to accelerate at the same time growth and 
employment, while reducing the racial and geographical inequalities present in society. In 
2003 the European Commission decided to support this policy through a €25 million Sector-
Wide Enterprise, Employment and Equity Programme (SWEEEP). The first results are more 
than encouraging and today the programme stands as a model for support to an equitable 
industrial policy, linking formal and informal economies.  

Macroeconomic stability, the creation of regional markets and an appropriate private 
investment climate are preconditions for sustained growth. However, while such a pro-growth 
framework is crucial for sustainable economic development, it needs to be accompanied by 
appropriate measures to boost and diversify production and to establish and upgrade the 
necessary infrastructure and networks. Specific action should include:  

• Boost agriculture and ensure food security. In addition to the policies sustaining the rural 
sector, the EU should target specific support on increasing the competitiveness and 
productivity of African agriculture through: (i) policies and programmes to improve the 
functioning of national and regional input and output markets, including through rural 
infrastructure and to promote organic farming and fair trade; (ii) the management of 
shocks, in particular through novel insurance instruments; and (iii) the strengthening of 
pro-poor, demand-driven agricultural research and extension, in particular by promoting 
research collaboration between the European and African research communities, at the 
level of the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) and by 
supporting regional research coordination mechanisms. All these areas can benefit from 
supra-national coordination and economies of scale. In areas with higher levels of 
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institutional and economic development, the challenges of integrating into increasingly 
competitive and demand-driven chains and markets should be addressed as outlined in the 
EU Action Plan on Agricultural Commodity Chains.  

• Exploit fish resources sustainably. The EC and several African coastal countries have 
long standing bilateral relations in the fishery sector. The new generation of EC fishery 
agreements, the Fishery Partnership Agreements (FPAs), implement a partnership 
approach. This approach provides regulated access rights to EC fishing vessels, while it 
also pursues the conservation and sustainable exploitation of local fish resources and 
provides support to the development of the local fishery sector. This approach must be 
implemented through a policy dialogue that, taking into account the financial benefits of 
fishery agreements provide a key contribution to the definition and implementation, by the 
coastal state, of the conditions of a policy of sustainable development of fishing activities 
in the waters of the countries concerned. 

3.1.2.2. Interconnect Africa  

Limited access to transport and communication services, water and sanitation, and energy 
constrains economic growth. These limitations, together with the missing links in cross-border 
connections and regional networks, mean that trade and commerce often become 
uncompetitive as transport and service costs in landlocked countries can reach three quarters 
of a country’s total export value, equivalent for example to a 75% tax on Ugandan clothes 
exports. In addition, potentially lucrative use of natural resources becomes unprofitable due to 
insufficient or unsuitable infrastructure and trade links. Consequently, national economic 
growth is stifled and the ability of African countries to trade competitively at regional, 
continental and international level is held back.  

The Commission therefore proposes to establish an EU-Africa Partnership for Infrastructure 
to support and initiate programmes (Trans-African Networks) that facilitate interconnectivity 
at continental level for the promotion of regional integration. The Partnership for 
Infrastructure should encompass investments in trans-boundary and regional infrastructure 
and their regulatory frameworks in the widest sense: transport networks (roads, railways, 
inland waterways, ports and airports), water and energy infrastructure and connections as well 
as ground-based and space-based electronic communications infrastructure and services.xix 
The Partnership for Infrastructure is based on a number of central principles. Firstly, the 
Partnership’s success depends on coherence and complementarity with the action taken at 
country and regional levelxx and its long-term sustainability. Such sustainability is secured 
through the development of national operators and service providers as well as regional 
entities.xxi Secondly, by bringing Africa and Europe into a closer relationship the Partnership 
will ensure African ownership through close engagement with the African continental and 
regional institutions – the AU and the RECs – in accelerating the AU-NEPAD Action Plan on 
Infrastructure. Effective support for this Plan by the Partnership demands a substantive 
increase in funding levels and the deployment of flexible methods of financing.  

Concretely, the EU will initially set up a task force that combines EC and EIB resources and 
expertise open to Member States and their development financial institutions. This approach 
will enable an early start up of the Partnership and provides flexibility for designing an 
appropriate institutional structure that seeks efficient implementation and successful 
outcomes. This EU task force will facilitate coordination, the mobilisation of the substantial 
funds necessary to interconnect Africa and through participation in other international 
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initiatives enhance its effectiveness. In the framework of this Partnership, specific action 
should include: 

In general: 

• Identify and address missing links. Missing links in trans-African and regional networks 
must be identified and prioritised to set up ‘Trans-African Networks labelled’ programmes. 
The appropriate international and regional agreements as well as the regulatory 
frameworks that improve network operations need to be harmonised and all undertakings 
must be based on solid research. AU/NEPAD has an overall monitoring and guiding role to 
play, including in pooling technical expertise. The RECs have responsibilities for defining 
their regional policy action and priority investment programmes for transport and 
communications in the economic and trade development of the region. 

By sector:  

• Harmonise transport policies through support to the Sub-Saharan Africa Transport 
Programme (SSATP) that facilitates the harmonisation of sustainable transport policies 
between regions and efficient operations along regional and trans-African corridors. EU 
support in this area has already permitted the creation of “corridor observatories” and 
improved transit transport agreements. The EU should furthermore support development 
and modernisation of access to ports and port infrastructure, emphasising efficient and 
non-discriminatory licensing procedures for ports facilities in order to promote sea going 
external trade. In addition, the EU should support the reform of the African aviation sector 
with a view to share with the African regional organisations the experience of the EC 
internal market and consolidate the exchange of regulatory and operational know-how, 
technology transferxxii and technical assistance, in particular in the area of safety, security 
and air traffic management. On the regulatory side, this new cooperation framework will 
have to bring existing bilateral air service agreements into legal conformity, notably 
through the signature of so-called “Horizontal Agreements”xxiii with the European 
Community. 

• Develop integrated water management through support to the African Ministerial Council 
on Water (AMCOW) and to regional bodies, such as river basin organisations, for the 
improvement of integrated water management in transboundary river basins. Through the 
EU Water Initiative and the associated Water Facility, the EU has already launched support 
for the Nile Basin Initiative and in five river basins (Kagera, Niger, Volta, Lake Chad and 
Orange-Senqu). For North Africa, building on a long established co-operation tradition, the 
focus will be on developing sub-regional energy projects to promote the Euro-
Mediterranean Energy Market.  

• Develop cross-border and regional energy infrastructure through support to the new 
Forum of Energy Ministers in Africa (FEMA) and to regional institutions and stakeholders 
for developing cross-border and regional energy infrastructure, including the enhanced 
exploitation of renewable and other sustainable local energy sources and services. This 
support should be provided in the framework of the EU Energy Initiative and the 
associated Energy Facility. Bridge the digital divide in Africa in the framework of the 
follow-up to the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS). This should include 
supporting the development of advanced and low-cost technologies for electronic 
communications and the development of regulatory frameworks to create a sound business 
environment for innovation, growth and social inclusion. By acting as early adopters of 
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new technologies, national research and education networks can develop new and 
innovative methods to overcome inadequacies of the market, e.g. by developing cost-
effective communications solutions. The successful model used in north Africa to link 
these networks with each other and to GÉANT in Europe should be extended to the Sub-
Saharan countries. The overall objective of these measures should be to bridge the digital 
divide at all levels – within countries, between countries and regions as well as between 
Africa and the rest of the world. 

3.1.3. Tackle the MDGs directly 

3.1.3.1. Put people at the centre of development  

40% of all Africans survive on less than one dollar a day. This stark poverty has consequences 
in a number of areas. Only six out of ten African children go to primary school. 
Communicable diseases, in particular HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis, have hit Africa 
hardest and in 2004 alone AIDS killed over two million people in Sub-Saharan Africa and 
affected another three million. Africa’s social crisis is, in particular, a phenomenon of the 
urban areas that have been expanding rapidly over the last few decades. While in 1975, 21% 
of Sub-Saharan Africa’s population lived in cities, today this figure stands at over 50%. This 
massive urbanisation has contributed to uncontrolled population growth and has rendered the 
social infrastructure inadequate.  

The EU should therefore help to make health education and basic social services available 
for the poorest people in Africa (MDGs 1-6), contributing to the establishment of a social 
safety net for the most vulnerable: women, elderly, children and disabled people. It will also 
help encourage employment and decent work as a key tool for preventing and eradicating 
poverty.xxiv In this context, the EU should promote increased cooperation between state and 
non-state actors (NGOs, private sector, trade unions, etc.) to ensure greater effectiveness in 
service delivery. Specific action should include:  

• Investing in minds. To stimulate a coherent and strategic approach, the EU should 
increasingly support primary education through sectoral budget support. At the same time, 
the EU should support education, access to knowledge and transfer of know-how as a 
lifelong process going beyond primary education: from secondary and higher to vocational 
education. Emphasis should also be put on cooperation with Africa in higher education to 
build high-quality tertiary capacity through networking, mobility of students and scholars, 
and institutional support and innovation, including the use of ICTs, as is done in Northern 
Africa countries through the EC’s TEMPUS programme, and the establishment of a 
communications infrastructure for the research and development sector. In addition, 
building on the success of and experience from the Erasmus programme, the EU should 
support the creation of a Nyerere programme for student exchanges across Africa.xxv In 
addition, a pilot scheme for student and teachers exchanges between Africa and Europe could 
be examined.xxvi This programme and scheme should also contribute to the development of 
Euro-African networks of selected universities and centres of excellence. Africa is also 
invited to make full use of the opportunities offered by the Erasmus-Mundus programme 
for student exchanges between Africa and Europe, including through the possible creation 
of a specific “Africa window” within the Erasmus-Mundus programme, similar to those 
already created for, e.g. China and India. In the context of the 7th RTD Framework 
Programme that will come into force in 2007, the EU should facilitate networking between 
researchers from non-EU countries working in the EU and research organisations in their 
countries of origin. 
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• Deliver decent health care. The strengthening of national health systems and capacity, 
including the improvement of health infrastructures and the provision of essential, 
universal and equitable health services is key and requires sustained financing. The EU is 
developing a coherent and coordinated response to the crisis in human resources for health, 
which will support the needs identified in the NEPAD Health Strategy. The EU is also 
supporting the replenishment of the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria 
with a view to maximising benefits for Africa. In addition, the EU is contributing to the 
development of new drugs and vaccines against communicable diseases, inter alia through 
the European and Developing countries Clinical Trials Partnerships (EDCTP). In response 
to the Council’s request,xxvii the Commission should, together with the Member States, 
develop a roadmap on possible joint action based on the European Programme for Action 
to confront HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis.xxviii The EU should, in this context, 
promote synergies and provide a coherent and coordinated response to the three diseases 
across relevant policy areas.xxix In this sense, the Commission intends to put forward a 
Communication on combating HIV/AIDS within the European Union and the 
Neighbouring countries later this year. The EU has been at the forefront of international 
efforts to ensure access to essential medicines for developing countries. These efforts 
contributed to the adoption of the Doha Declaration on TRIPs and public health in 
November 2001, which confirms the right of WTO members to use flexibilities in the 
TRIPs Agreement, including issuing compulsory licenses of pharmaceutical products, for 
reasons of public health.  

• Expand access to water supply, sanitation, energy and ICTs. The Africa-EU Partnership 
on water affairs and sanitation, launched at the WSSD in the context of the EU Water 
Initiative, will be the framework for EU efforts to make more sustainable use of available 
and finite water resources, to meet basic water and sanitation needs and contribute to 
improving water resources management at local, river basin, national and transboundary 
levels. The Water Facility acts as a catalyst to support these processes and to mobilise 
additional resources. The EU Energy Initiative, also launched at the WSSD, will continue 
to be a framework for EU efforts to increase access to affordable energy services that 
facilitate economic and social development. The associated Energy Facility will leverage 
resources for mobilising additional investment in delivery of affordable, reliable and 
sustainable energy services to the poor, notably from renewable energy resources, as well 
as for the development of clean and energy efficient technologies for gas and oil 
production. Projects in the energy sector should also systematically include energy 
efficiency objectives. The EC COOPENER programme also focuses support on energy for 
sustainable development and poverty alleviation, providing co-financing to projects aiming 
at creating the institutional conditions for improved access to energy in Sub-Saharan 
Africa. 

• Stimulate employment policies and decent work. Action to promote decent work for all in 
line with the ILO agenda is essential and should cover measures and initiatives on 
employment, social protection, rights at work, including core labour standards (CLSs), 
social dialogue and gender equality.xxx The Argane project in Morocco is an instructive 
example of how the EU can support gender equality, employment and environmental 
protection in mutually reinforcing ways (see box 3). The EU should, in particular, 
contribute to strengthening labour market institutions and players, including employers’ 
and workers’ organisations and social dialogue between them. In this context, core labour 
standards should be further promoted, as essential prerequisites for the effective 
functioning of the labour market. 
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Box 3: Increasing female employment (Morocco)  

In south-west Morocco the Commission and the EIB have, since 2003, financed a €40m 
project to improve the living conditions of women working with the argana tree. The 
attraction of argana oil has directly benefited 4,500 women giving them sustained revenue 
over a long period of time. As a result, these women have become strong advocates of 
sustainable management of the trees, which are crucial in the fight against deforestation. This 
project is therefore a good example of how the EU can support gender employment and 
environmental protection in mutually reinforcing ways.  

These measures, important as they are, will, however, not in themselves be enough to redress 
existing inequalities and lack of social cohesion which hamper efforts to attain the MDGs. 
These are complex multi-faceted problems which require multi-faceted and comprehensive 
responses. Action will therefore also be required in the following cross-cutting areas: 

• Sustain and promote cultural diversity. Africa’s cultural diversity and linguistic heritage 
should be preserved by stimulating and protecting cultural production, promoting access to 
culture and supporting cultural industries, including by protecting authors' rights. The 
forthcoming UNESCO Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of 
Cultural Expressions will offer a new international framework to promote international 
cooperation aiming at preserving cultural diversity. Culture determines the way societies 
and economies function and is therefore crucial to the success of any development effort. 
Diversity is an asset, not an obstacle, as experience in the EU shows. In addition to 
providing support for various cultural programmes and exchanges, it is thus also necessary 
to take the cultural dimension into account in development processes and to promote in-
depth local, national, regional and continental inter-cultural dialogue. One key component 
in accelerating this dialogue between Europe and Africa is the launching of twinning 
partnerships bringing together African and European universities and schools, parliaments, 
towns and cities, municipalities, businesses and industries, trade unions, civil society 
networks and museums. In the same vein, the EU could launch a European programme for 
young people who want to learn more about, and get involved in, Africa’s development.xxxi 
The key product from these partnerships would be a vast and wide-ranging network of 
deep, well-founded, institutional support partnerships, cementing the bonds between the 
two continents.  

• Improve sustainable territorial management through the development of an integrated 
approach to support sustainable urban development, based on the twin pillars of good 
urban governance and good urban management. In addition, the EU should support better 
territorial development and land use planning. Action in these fields is all the more 
necessary as the progressive emptying of the countryside has widened the gap between the 
haves and the have-nots in Africa. The EU should develop innovative approaches to local 
development which, through participatory planning, reinforce transparency and 
accountability in the management of natural resources. Such approaches strengthen the role 
of secondary centres as development hubs for their rural surroundings and improve the 
livelihoods of rural populations. Land reform will also play a vital role in bridging the 
social gap and the EU is determined to support it. In this endeavour, the EU is providing 
support to the timely access to Earth Observation data which has proven particularly well 
adapted to the African context.  
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• Turn migration into a positive force in the development process. As stated in the recent 
Commission communication ‘Migration and Development’,xxxii migration can be a positive 
force for development in both Africa and Europe. This approach will continue to be 
promoted, and enhanced, inter alia by making it easier, cheaper and safer for African 
migrants living in the EU to send money back to their countries of origin, by turning brain 
drain into ‘brain gain’, by helping African countries tap into the potential available in their 
diasporas in Europe and by facilitating various forms of brain circulation, including return 
migration and temporary or virtual return by which African migrants can make their skills 
available to their home countries. Particular attention should be paid to the human 
resources crisis in Africa’s health-care sector. At the same time, the EU should pay greater 
attention to intra-African forced migration and refugee flows, as vectors for economic and 
political destabilisation and will support African countries in their efforts to deal with these 
flows. At the same time, security is a major preoccupation of citizens and governments, not 
least around the Mediterranean, and enormous progress – extending also to related issues 
of illegal migration & trafficking of human beings – has been made in the cooperation & 
coordination between the EU and its North African partners in particular. Such work 
remains a high priority, and is clearly recognised as such in the Barcelona process and the 
ENP Action Plans.  

3.1.3.2. Build an environmentally sustainable future  

Many Africans rely heavily on natural resources for their subsistence, particularly in times of 
crisis, for example during famines or conflicts or in the wake of natural disasters. However, 
Africa’s environment is fragile and prone to water shortages, climate change and 
desertification. Current population growth and agricultural expansion have caused land 
shortages and the intensification of agriculture has contributed to further land degradation. An 
estimated 65 million people living in or near forests depend on forest production for their 
livelihood. These forests are now coming under increasing pressure for commercial 
exploitation.  

The EU will therefore assist Africa to protect its environment, one of its most valuable assets. 
Specific action should include:  

• Manage environmental diversity: forestry, fisheries and water. First, in order to safeguard 
the jobs, rural livelihoods, environmental goods and services that forests provide, the EU 
should also support the sustainable management of forest resources. This should take the 
form of promotion of community-based forest management and improved governance for 
forest resources, as set out in the 1999 Communication on Forests and Development and 
the EU Action Plan for Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade (FLEGT). 
Second, the incorporation of clear mechanisms to ensure the sustainable use of fish stocks 
in national and regional policies will enhance the fight against illegal fishing, protect the 
marine and coastal environment and mitigate the harmful effects of fishing activities.xxxiii 
Third, the EU should enhance its efforts, launched with the African-European Union 
Strategic Partnership on Water Affairs and Sanitation (Johannesburg, 2002), to address 
integrated water management. Through twinning partnerships that bring together African 
and EU scientists, an Africa Observatory for Sustainable Development should be 
established to generate relevant information on the environment conditions and the 
distribution of resources. Similarly, dedicated information systems should be set up to 
detect and analyse early warning signs of potential crisis situations.  

Box 4: Space policy in support of sustainable development in Africa 
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The PUMA initiative, initiated at the request of five African RECs in 2000 and funded by the 
EU (11 M€), has ensured the access to information on the environment and satellite data to all 
53 African countries for early warning of natural disasters, improved food security, better 
health management, more efficient water and energy use, while strengthening environmental 
monitoring. The Commission has provided technical support (50 receiving stations) and 
capacity building (training of a critical mass of 350 African professionals). PUMA, 
successfully completed in September 2005, is the precursor of the African Monitoring of the 
Environment for Sustainable Development (AMESD) initiative requested by the same RECs, 
coordinated by the AU, in its 2002 Dakar Declaration. AMESD will allow all African 
stakeholders to improve the management of their environment through a more efficient use of 
remote sensing and ICT data and information. AMESD will also be the African interface of 
the European GMES initiative. 

• Stop desertification and improve sustainable land management (SLM). Operational 
partnerships anchored in domestic policies will ensure appropriate links between land 
degradation and poverty eradication, food security, sound water management, agriculture 
and rural development priorities. Successful participatory local experience and knowledge-
sharing between stakeholders will be scaled up to boost implementation. The EU should 
also promote the integration of UN Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) 
National Action Plans (NAPs) into the national development strategies of African partners. 

• Conserve biodiversity by supporting African regional, sub-regional and domestic efforts to 
implement the UN Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), its Cartagena Protocol on 
Biosafety and CITES. This should, in particular, cover measures relating to the WSSD 
targets for significantly reducing the rate of biodiversity loss by 2010, the establishment of 
representative and well-managed protected areas systems by 2012, combating 
overexploitation and illegal trade in wildlife and its products. Support should also be 
provided for the African Biodiversity Network, to further work on alien invasive species, 
to regional preparatory processes for upcoming meetings under the CBD and to achieving 
a more effective implementation of domestic biosafety frameworks. The protection of the 
transborder biosphere in Benin, Burkina Faso and Niger is a good example of effective 
regional cooperation relating to the conservation and management of natural resources.  

• Counter the effects of climate change, including through the implementation of National 
Adaptation Programmes of Action (NAPAs) for African LDCs. This should be done within 
the framework of the recently adopted Action Plan accompanying the EU Strategy on 
Climate Change and Development. 

• Support the sound management of chemicals, by building capacity to manage risk, by 
protecting human health and environment and by implementing the international chemicals 
conventions, agreements and projects, such as the African stockpile programme, to destroy 
obsolete pesticides. 

3.2. Increase EU financing for Africa 

Aid flows to Africa are substantial and have been increasing over recent years. In 2003 the 
EU’s (Member States’ and the Commission’s) development aid to Africa totalled €15 billion, 
compared to €5 billion in 1985. With this, the EU is by far the biggest donor: its ODA 
accounts for 60% of the total ODA going to Africa (see table). This document shows, 
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however, that the objective of helping Africa to achieve the MDGs by the target year of 2015 
cannot be achieved unless an additional political and financial commitment is made to Africa. 
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EU Member States set new aid targets. In June 2005 the European Council made such an 
ambitious commitment. The EU agreed new targets for Official Development Assistance 
(ODA) and committed itself collectively to increase ODA to 0.56% of GNI by 2010 and 0.7% 
by 2015. Compared to what is expected in 2006, this commitment should result in an 
estimated additional €20 billion per year in ODA by 2010 and an additional €46 billion per 
year by 2015. The EU also agreed to allocate at least 50% of this agreed increase to Africa. If 
implemented correctly, this will mean that by 2015 the EU collectively will be disbursing an 
additional €23 billion a year in Africa. Finally, the EU also called upon other donors and non-
OECD countries to join this global effort. It is now time to put these commitments into 
practice and the Commission should closely monitor their implementation.  

Also innovative financing mechanisms can contribute to the financing necessary to achieve 
the MDGs. Some Member States will implement the International Finance Facility (IFF) as a 
mechanism to frontload resources for development. A group of countries have already 
launched the IFF for immunisation, making firm financial commitments. A group of Member 
States will implement a contribution on airline tickets to enable financing development 
projects, in particular in the health sector, directly or through financing the IFF. Some other 
EU Member States are considering whether and to what extent they will participate in these 
initiatives or otherwise continue to enhance traditional ODA. 

A more ambitious Community financial framework. In order to increase Europe’s collective 
leverage, the Community financing should be increased substantially. Approximately 
€4 billion shall be available on an annual basis for Sub-Saharan Africa under the post-9th 
European Development Fund (EDF) multi-annual financial framework for the ACP and other 
thematic and horizontal budget lines. In the framework of the conclusion of the negotiations 
on revision of the Cotonou Agreement, on 21 February 2005 the Council committed itself to 
“maintain its aid effort to the ACP countries at least at the level of the 9th EDF, not including 
balances; to this should be added the effects of inflation, growth within the European Union, 
and enlargement to take in 10 new Member States in 2004, based on Community estimates.” 
This EU Strategy for Africa should constitute the reference framework for the programmes 
and action under the post-9th EDF. In order to maximise their impact these funds should be 
allocated through national, regional and intra-ACP indicative programmes on the basis of the 
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principles of differentiation, subsidiarity and institutional sustainability. For northern Africa, 
the European Neighbourhood Policy in general and the implementation of the Action Plans in 
particular should be supported, from 2007 onwards, by a new dedicated financial instrument, 
the European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument (ENPI), which will replace MEDA 
and other instruments currently operating in neighbouring countries.  

In line with the strategy outlined in this document, the new financial framework should foster 
regional, inter-regional and pan-African cooperation and integration. Support for cooperation 
between north African and Sub-Saharan countries, subject to different cooperation agreements 
with the EC, should be facilitated. The EU should also ensure that north African countries will 
be able to participate in inter-regional and pan-African initiatives financed from the EDF. The 
ENPI should also include provisions for supporting cooperation between the countries of 
northern Africa and their Sub-Saharan neighbours on issues of common concern, including 
migration.xxxiv  

3.3. A more effective EU approach 

Sound development policies sustained by substantial development aid are crucial, yet they 
will not in themselves bring about any change unless they are effectively converted into 
concrete and coherent development action. Cumbersome procedures and administrative 
requirements often place a heavy burden on the already scarce human resources of the 
recipient countries. Arguably the cost of the lack of coordination and complementarity among 
donors cannot be overestimated and it is Africa that suffers most under this burden. This is 
particularly important considering that the administrative capacity in most African countries is 
weak. The problems are exacerbated by the fact that donors apply different and sometimes 
even contradictory procedures, demands and conditions.  

At Community level, the Commission has, in the context of the next Financial Perspectives 
2007-2013, proposed a simplified structure for the delivery of the Community’s external 
assistance. In place of the existing range of geographical and thematic instruments, which 
have grown in an ad hoc manner over time, six instruments are proposed for the future. This 
new approach is geared towards facilitating coherence and consistency, and achieving better 
and more with resources available. Work has also been undertaken to improve financial and 
administrative procedures, and the Commission has proposed revising the rules in the 
Financial Regulation applicable to the general budget which prevent smooth cooperation with 
beneficiaries and further coordination with other donors. The revised Financial Regulation 
should enter into force in January 2007, at the same time as the new cooperation instruments 
established for the next Financial Perspectives. The proposed amendments include, in 
particular, changes to re-tenders, grant awards and (de)centralised management. They also 
facilitate co-financing with other donors as they allow the Commission to accept financial 
contributions from Member States and other donors for projects to be managed by the 
Commission and to delegate the Commission’s management powers to donors outside the EU. 

Also at EU level, major commitments for a more coordinated and complementary 
development policy have been made, most recently at the High-Level Forum on Aid 
Effectiveness in Paris (March 2005). In May 2005 the General Affairs Council reconfirmed 
an accelerated effort in Africa as a priority. Moreover, in several countries, such as 
Mozambique, Ethiopia, Uganda and Morocco, donors are establishing innovative mechanisms 
to improve aid effectiveness. On the basis of these commitments and experience, more can be 
done to move to practical action. The 26 EU players – the 25 Member States plus the EC – 
should take the lead in this process and set an example through their joint action. The New 
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Development Policy Statement creates a common framework for such action by the EU as a 
whole. Working principles and rules have been agreed,xxxv objectives, targets and benchmarks 
have been further specified.xxxvi 

Therefore it is now time to take tangible action in a structured way. While in specific areas 
firm proposals have been presented, such as the future Peace Facility, the EU-Africa 
Partnership for Networks and Infrastructure and the EU Governance Initiative, a more 
systematic approach is needed. Therefore the EU should adopt an Action Plan on Aid 
Effectiveness and apply it to Sub-Saharan Africa as a priority. The Plan will be presented in 
2006 and should build on four initiatives, based on the decisions taken by the GAERC 
(November 2004) to be monitored following a set timetable: 

• Make the EU donor atlas an operational tool for monitoring effectiveness. Going beyond 
the successful mapping of development assistance, the donor atlas should in the future 
become an operational tool for the annual monitoring of the EU’s aid effectiveness 
commitments and provide a mechanism that guides the EU’s future action.  

• Establish national roadmaps for coordination. Through the establishment of a roadmap 
supporting local harmonisation processes in each African country, the EU will drastically 
reduce the transaction costs and help to build up its partners’ capacity and responsibilities. 

• Adopt joint programming documents. Today each individual EU Member State and the 
European Commission conclude separate programming documents with each recipient 
country. The adoption by the EU as a whole of a Joint Framework for multi-annual 
Programming (JFP) will therefore considerably improve complementarity and 
effectiveness within the EU. Based on previous experience, the Commission should 
propose a common format in the first half of 2006. 

• Develop common procedures. The EU must simplify existing cumbersome procedures, 
notably through the establishment of a Joint Format for Financial Agreements (JFA). 
Based on experience gained in countries such as Zambia or Mozambique, the JFA implies 
a single dialogue, disbursement and support mechanism for all donors in each country. Co-
financing and pooling of funds should be systematically pursued.  

The EU should also improve the quality of its aid by making its aid delivery more transparent, 
predictable and result-oriented. To achieve these goals and to enhance its collective leverage, 
the EU should foster more general and sectoral budget support (see above on the concept of 
partnership). Budget support programmes offer many potential advantages. They encourage 
greater ownership, reduce transaction costs, facilitate a more effective use of aid, since they 
are de facto untied, and, through the use of government procedures, contribute to long-term 
capacity building and sustainability. Budget support is used consistently with the obligations 
for transparent and accountable financial and administrative management of development 
funds. By bringing all public expenditure within the budgetary framework, budget support 
programmes also allow national governments to have a more optimal mix between capital and 
recurrent expenditure. All these factors, when combined with a results oriented approach, 
raise the prospects of a much greater impact on service delivery and the fight against poverty.  

At present eligibility for budget support is largely framed by assessments of national or 
sectoral policy, macroeconomic stability and improvements in public financial management, 
often drawing on the work of the IMF. While recognising the soundness of these criteria, it is 
important that the EU reaches its own judgement in accordance with its vision and interests in 
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certain political realities and development needs. It is therefore recommended that: (i) EU 
positions are made more visible and coordinated within the IMF decision-making process; 
and (ii) innovative approaches are envisaged vis-à-vis fragile states or countries in transition, 
which up until now have often been excluded from budget support. However, in these 
situations rather than pursuing short-term budgetary considerations the EU should instead be 
guided by a long-term strategic approach. Therefore, budget support, framed by a continuous 
and strong political dialogue and by stringent monitoring mechanisms, could be considered as 
an option. 

Finally, there may still be a need for broader and deeper debt relief. Apart from remaining 
committed to full implementation of the enhanced HIPC initiative, the EU would consider 
supporting new international initiatives, which might for example cover countries emerging 
from conflict or suffering from external exogenous shocks.  

In addition, it is clear that sound scientific and technological knowledge is indispensable as a 
basis for strategic and sustainable development policies and for efficient and effective 
development cooperation. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In recent years, a forward-looking Africa has re-emerged on the international scene with more 
confidence, dynamism and optimism than ever before. Governance has improved 
considerably in recent years, sustained economic growth is being recorded for the first time in 
decades and the AU/NEPAD and the regional organisations have provided Africa with 
political and economic roadmaps and a vision for the future. The Cotonou Agreement, the 
Trade, Development and Cooperation Agreement (TDCA), the Euro-Mediterranean 
Partnership and the European Neighbourhood Policy provide an effective framework for EU-
Africa relations. Africa’s development is now at the top of the international political agenda 
and there is a broad international consensus on the basic action that needs to be taken. There 
is now a unique window of opportunity to give Africa a decisive push towards sustainable 
development.  

As a long-standing partner and close neighbour of Africa, the EU is well placed to assume a 
leading role in this process. Europe and Africa are bound together by common history, 
interlocking cultures and shared objectives. Sustainable social, economic and political 
development in Africa is therefore our common concern. While Africa embraces a new vision 
for the continent’s future, the EU has to answer its call with the same sense of responsibility 
and urgency. The next ten years (2005-2015) will be a watershed in relations between Europe 
and Africa. Together Africa and the EU should reinforce their efforts to tackle the scourge of 
HIV/AIDS, poverty, environmental degradation, violent conflict and the lack of basic social 
services and essential investment. The EU Strategy for Africa outlined in this communication, 
expected to be adopted by the European Council in December 2005, constitutes the EU’s 
response to the challenge of getting Africa back on the track of sustainable development and 
of meeting the MDGs by the target year of 2015. This is our common mission, and our 
common duty.  
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Abbreviations 
 
Abbreviations 
 
ACP  

Africa, Caribbean, Pacific 

ADF  Asian Development Fund 
AFLEG Africa Forest Law Enforcement and Governance 
AIDS  Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome 
AMCOW  African Ministerial Council on Water 
APRM African Peer Review Mechanism 
AU  African Union 
BWIs Bretton Woods Institutions 
CAR  Central African Republic 
CBD Convention on Biological Diversity (UN) 
CGIAR  Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research 
CITES Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of wild fauna 

and flora 
CLS  Core Labour Standards 
COMESA  Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa 
CSP  Country Strategy Paper 
DAC  Development Assistance Committee (of the OECD) 
DDA Doha Development Agenda 
DDR  Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration 
DRC  Democratic Republic of Congo 
EC  European Community 
ECOFAC Programme for Conservation and Rational Utilisation of Forest Ecosystems 

in Central Africa 
ECOWAS Economic Community of West African States 
EDF  European Development Fund 
EITI  Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative 
EMP Euro-Mediterranean Partnership 
ENP European Neighbourhood Policy 
ENPI  European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument 
EPA  Economic Partnership Agreement 
ESDP  European Security and Defence Policy 
EDCTP European and Developing countries Clinical Trials Partnerships 
EIB European Investment Bank 
EU European Union 
FEMA Forum of Energy Ministers in Africa  
FEMIP Facility for Euro Mediterranean Investment Partnership 
FLEGT  Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade 
FPA Fishery Partnership Agreements 
G8 Group of 8  
GDP Gross Domestic Product 
GNI  Gross National Income 
HIPC Highly Indebted Poor Countries 
HIV Human Immunodeficiency Virus 
ICPD International Conference on Population and Development 
ICT  Information and Communications Technology 
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IDA International Development Association 
ILO  International Labour Organization 
IMF  International Monetary Fund 
LDC  Least Developed Countries 
LICUS  Low Income Countries Under Stress 
LRRD Linking Relief, Rehabilitation and Development 
MDGs Millennium Development Goals 
NAP National Action Plan 
NAPA National Adaptation Programme of Action 
NEPAD  New Partnership for Africa’s Development 
NGO  Non-Governmental Organisation 
NIP  National Indicative Programme 
ODA  Official Development Assistance 
OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
PFM  Public Financial Management 
PRSP  Poverty Reduction Strategy Process 
REC  Regional Economic Community 
RIP  Regional Indicative Programme 
SADC Southern African Development Community 
SALW  Small Arms and Light Weapons 
SLM  Sustainable Land Management 
SMEs  Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 
SRH Sexual Reproductive Health 
SSATP  Sub-Saharan Africa Transport Programme 
SSR  Security Sector Reform 
SWEEEP  Sector-Wide Enterprise, Employment and Equity Programme 
TDCA Trade, Development and Cooperation Agreement 
TICAD Tokyo International Conference on African Development 
TRIP Trade-Related Intellectual Property 
UN  United Nations 
UNCCC United Nations Climate Change Convention 
UNCCD  United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification 
UNAIDS  Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS 
WSIS World Summit on the Information Society 
WSSD  World Summit on Sustainable Development 
WTO World Trade Organization 
YEN  Youth Employment Network 
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http://europa.eu.int/comm/development/body/tmp_docs/european_consensus_311_final_13_07_2005_e
n.pdf#zoom=100 

iii  See ILO, Youth pathways to decent work, report submitted to the International Labour Conference,93 
rd session, June 2005 

iv  The only African country that is not party to any contractual agreement with the EU is Libya. 

v  South Africa is also a signatory to the Cotonou Agreement.  

vi  See COM(2004) 373 final, ENP Strategy Paper. 

vii  In North Africa, Association Agreements exist with Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and Egypt; Libya has 
observer status in the Partnership.  

viii  The ENP will build on mutual commitment to common values, principally within the fields of the rule 
of law, good governance, respect for human rights, including minority rights, promotion of good 
neighbourly relations, and the principles of market economy and sustainable development. 

ix  Communications from the Commission ‘Speeding up progress towards the MDGs. The EU’s 
contribution’ (COM(2005) 132); ‘Accelerating progress towards attaining the MDGs – financing for 
development and aid effectiveness’ (COM(2005) 133); and ‘Policy coherence for development. 
Accelerating progress towards attaining the MDGs’ (COM(2005) 134). 

x   Communication from the Commission ‘Proposal for a Joint Declaration by the Council, the European 
Parliament and the Commission on the European Union Development Policy. The European 
Consensus’ (COM-2005-311). Available on:    
http://europa.eu.int/comm/development/body/tmp_docs/european_consensus_311_final_13_07_2005_e
n.pdf#zoom=100 

xi  Notably through intra-ACP financing and the ‘shaving-off’ of a percentage of the B envelopes under the 
9th EDF. 

xii  Including respect for human rights (Cotonou Article 9). 

xiii  The Copenhagen Consensus project sought to improve prioritisation of the numerous problems the 
world faces by gathering some of the world's greatest economists at a meeting in Copenhagen in 2004 
to assess some of the world’s biggest challenges. 

xiv  In line with the EU Guidelines on Children and Armed Conflict, the EU will also sustain its efforts to 
prevent the recruitment and use of children in armed conflict and to contribute to UN efforts in this field, 
including the implementation of UN Security Council Resolution 1612 and relevant resolutions preceding it. 

xv  The Kimberley Process Certification Scheme was created to tackle the problem of illicit trade in 
diamonds, for example through the provision of targeted support for implementation by African 
producer countries. 

xvi  Implementation of the strengthened approach to supporting PFM reforms is being developed by the 
Public Expenditure and Financial Accountability (PEFA) partnership between the European 
Commission, the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
the UK's Department for International Development, the Royal Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
and the Swiss State Secretariat for Economic Affairs. Analysis and support of PFM systems will remain 
one of the main objectives of general budget support operations. At the same time, it will be necessary 
to prevent or at least mitigate any possible negative environmental and social impact, inter alia by 
ensuring appropriate follow-up to Commission-led Sustainability Impact Assessment of the EPAs. 
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xvii  The main thrust of the agreements will be to assist Africa in attaining a better economic governance and 

business environment in order to lower the cost of doing business, encourage investment, make industry 
more competitive and exports cheaper and more effective. 

xviii  The YEN is an initiative of the ILO, the World Bank and the UN. A number of African countries (Mali, 
Namibia, Nigeria, Rwanda and Senegal) have already volunteered to prepare national action plans on 
youth employment. Social partners are closely involved in this. The June 2005 International Labour 
Conference decided that the YEN should be strengthened and expanded.  

xviii  Council conclusions of 21 July 2003 on core labour standards and of 3 March 2005. 

xix  Including for schools and universities, following the model successfully used in north Africa, 
EUMEDconnect. The EUMEDconnect project (www.eumedconnect.net) links the North African 
National Research and Education Networks amongst themselves and to the European backbone network 
GÉANT (www.geant2.net). 

xx  For each individual sector, this means: 

Transport: Reduce the cost and improve the quality of infrastructure and services by promoting 
optimum use of existing multi-modal transport systems and adequate maintenance of the existing 
infrastructure supporting trans-African and regional networks. 

Water: Sustain the use of available and finite water resources in meeting the populations’ water and 
sanitation needs and improve national and local management of river basin catchments that has an 
impact at transboundary levels. 

Energy: Facilitate essential investments in generation and transmission of energy that develop cross-
border connections and grid extensions, and regional energy agreements that improve affordability and 
access to energy services. 

ICT: Develop connections with the continental and regional networks and opening of the 
telecommunications sector to competition for efficient and low-cost provision of ICT services. 

xxi  Sustainability is, however, secured almost exclusively at country level. This calls for the EC to: 

Widen application of its well-developed sectoral approach in the transport and water sectors for 
improving sectoral governance and economic and financial and institutional sustainability. During the 
past six to eight years, the sectoral approach has led to better sectoral governance involving the private 
sector and civil society as well as improved road services and access to water. Roads Boards with 
stakeholder participation govern Road Funds in over 20 SSA countries and nine semi-autonomous Road 
Authorities/Agencies exist. Similarly in the water sector. Such national achievements in these sectors 
are critical for fostering sustainability at regional and continental levels. 

Develop more Sector Programmes and, in countries where conditions are appropriate (e.g. Ethiopia, 
Benin, Mauritius, Zambia, etc.), use the sector budget support method, which facilitates efficient 
delivery of infrastructure and services and fosters sustainability in support of regional networks. 

Build on the interventions of the EU Water and Energy Initiatives and associated EC facilities that are 
increasing linkages between national and regional strategies, which sustain coherence between cross-
border connections and rural distribution of energy services as well as integrate water management at 
national and transboundary levels.   

xxii  Including EGNOS and GALILEO in satellite navigation and SESAME in air traffic management. 

xxiii  Council Decision of 5 June 2003 (so-called “Horizontal” mandate) authorising the Commission to reach 
agreements with third countries on behalf of the European Community, on the replacement of certain 
provisions in existing bilateral agreements.  
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xxiv  UN September 2005 Summit Conclusions 

xxv  Erasmus Mundus Scholarships have already allowed over one hundred African post-graduate students 
to obtain post-graduate academic qualifications in Europe. 

xxvi  Modalities of the implementation of such scheme should be further discussed and specified with 
Member States. 

xxvii  Council conclusions of 24 May 2005 on “A European programme for action to confront HIV/AIDS, 
malaria and tuberculosis through external action”. 

xxviii  Commission communication of 24 April 2005 (COM (2005) 179 final). 

xxix  Selected areas of action include affordable pharmaceutical products, regulatory capacity, human 
resources in the health sector, and research and development of new tools and interventions.  

xxx  Council conclusions on the social dimension of globalisation include support for the promotion of 
decent work for all (3 March 2003).  

xxxi  Currently, an “European Voluntary Service” exist within the framework of the Youth programme 
(Decision n°°1031/2000/Ce of the EP and Council of 13 April 2000). 

xxxii  Strengthening the links between migration and development offers significant untapped potential for 
furthering development goals, as was explored and elaborated in the Commission communication 
‘Migration and Development: Some concrete orientations’.  

xxxiii  The new generation of EC fishery agreements (Fishery Partnership Agreements – FPAs), while 
providing regulated access rights to EC fishing vessels, pursues the conservation and sustainable 
exploitation of local fish resources and provides support to the development of the local fishery sector. 

xxxiv  Articles 28 and 29 of the revised ACP-EC Partnership Agreement and the attached 
Council/Commission Declaration. 

xxxv  GAERC, 11/2004. 

xxxvi  High-Level Forum 2005. 


